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Resumé  
	  
	  
I en verden hvor forbrugere udsættes for ekstreme mængder af budskaber, opstår der 

løbende nye indgangsvinkler til branding med det formål at nå forbrugeren. Dette 

speciale bygger på en kvalitativ undersøgelse der reflektere over udviklingen inden for 

samfundet og hvordan denne påvirker både forbruger og branding. Specialet har til 

formål at undersøge hvorfor og hvordan brands kan tappe ind i særligt emotionelle og 

sociokulturelle problemstillinger som et strategisk værktøj der kan bidrage til at skabe 

brand værdi.  

For at kunne svare på problemformuleringen blev der udført kvalitative individuelle 

dybde-interviews og samtidig blev det integreret en række sekundære data. Analysen er 

udarbejdet gennem et multiple case studie af udvalgt brand kommunikation fra tre 

virksomheder, disse henholdsvis IKEA, TV2 og Volkswagen Danmark. Disse tre cases udgør 

samtalegrundlaget for de kvalitative interviews, og er udvalgt på den baggrund at de 

alle muliggør en analyse af den branding tilgang der er central for dette speciale. 

Analysen er gennemført ved at gøre brug af en teoretisk ramme, der indeholder 

teoretiske perspektiver inden for det hypermoderne samfund, moderne forbrugerteori, 

samt emotionel og kulturel branding.  

Specialet konkludere at der kan ses en klar sammenhæng mellem samfund, forbrugere 

og branding og hvordan disse gensisigt påvirker hinanden. Det hypermoderne samfund 

har gjort dagens forbrugere mere krævende end nogensinde, hvilket blandt andet skyld 

en høj grad af fragmentering og kompleksitet grundet globalisering og den teknologiske 

udvikling. Dette har gjort at dagens forbruger mere søger en indre emotionel 

tilfredstillelse og søger det simple, autentiske og meningsfulde. Der argumenteres for at 

brand gennem emotionel branding og kulturel branding kan forsøge at imødekomme de 

stigende krav fra forbrugerne ved gå ind i sociokulturelle problemstillinger gennem 

emotionelle fortællinger. Brand kan derfor tappe ind i emotionelle sociokulturelle 

problemstillinger for at styrke brandets værdi grundet de krav dagens forbruger stiller til 

brands i dag og dette kan de med fordel gøre ved at gøre brug af principperne der ligger 

indenfor de teorestiske perspektiver på emotionel og kulturel branding.   
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Introduction 
 
Brands today are in a constant battle for attention. The challenge lies in the extreme 

and continually growing clutter of marketing messages that has resulted in consumer’s 

disregard of the traditional marketing and branding approaches (Nielsen, 2016). As the 

fight for attention is getting harder, marketers’s search for new approaches to reach 

and engage consumers continues to grow. Traditional advertising is often centered on 

product features and features glossy utopian images and picture-perfect narratives that 

idealize life (Manca, Manca & Pieper, 2012). According to Havas’s Meaningful Brands17 

analysis it is now more important than ever for brands to stand out from the crowd and 

differentiate themselves by having the courage to stand for something distinctive 

(Havas, 2017). The analysis shows that consumers do not accept being force-fed with 

trivial and insignificant messages and demands that brands are relevant and meaningful 

(Havas, 2017). As a solution, new means to branding that engages the consumer keeps 

rising. Some of the most recent theoretical approaches to branding are emotional and 

cultural branding. Emotional brand communication that focuses on narratives intended 

to show an understanding of costumers’ aspirations and life circumstances has 

intensified recently with the intention of engaging consumers and strengthen the bond 

between brand and consumer (Thompson 2006; Cova & Cova 2002). The cultural 

branding perspective considers brands as a form of storytellers tapping into cultural 

norms in society (Holt, 2004). Through stories embedded with cultural meaning and 

relevance they take part in consumers collective identity projects (Heding, Knutzen & 

Bjerre, 2009). As consumers today experience a heavy content overload and find most of 

the content unimportant (Havas, 2017), the struggle to get their attention increases, 

thus making new approaches to branding important to research. 

The motivation for this thesis has risen in an empirical context. Several observations 

were made of organizations beginning to center their brand communication on highly 

emotional stories that revolved around sociocultural themes and images of authentic 

real-life issues or situations. Themes and issues previously considered as ‘too depressing’ 

for advertising with their of their lack of humor and irony, such as divorce, stereotyping 

and family conflicts, are here in focus and the product are almost non-existent. Danish 

examples of this type of branding include, among others, Ford Denmark and their focus 
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on families breaking up do to divorce (Ford, 2016), electronic retailer Elgiganten who 

has given attention the difficulties of transgenderness (Elgiganten, 2016), and IKEA with 

their focus on single mothers adopting a child and teen anxiety (IKEA, 2017). These 

observations constituted the incentive for wanting to investigate whether this more 

realistic approach to brand communication could act as a solution to break through the 

clutter and catch the attention of consumers through a more meaningful form of 

branding. The question of whether this type of brand communication could create higher 

consumer engagement and act as a strong differential parameter in a world filled with 

(functional) marketing messages, was found interesting.  

These observed examples of brand communication with content that challenges the 

classic ‘polished to perfection’ ads aiming at seducing and convincing the consumer, has 

also received attention and interest in marketing media with headlines such as: “IKEA 

joins a small group of brands willing to talk about divorce” (Nudd, 2016), “A Patient 

Father Connects With His Teen Daughter in Ikea's Latest 'Real-Life' Spot” (Jardine, 2017), 

“Thought-provoking advert for Danish TV channel goes viral” (Burford, 2017), and “How 

VW’s New Ad Changes the Rules Simply by Not Idealizing the World” (Nudd, 2017). It can 

be argued to be a type of branding that has ties to one of the strongest tendencies 

within branding these years, namely purpose branding, which proposes that brands need 

to position themselves on a societal issue founded in the organizations core identity 

permeating all its activites (Mourkogiannis, 2006). However, even though the observed 

type of branding share some of its qualities, it is not considered one and the same.  

It is argued that consumers now more than ever demands that brands are meaningful 

and make sense, and they expect something more than just product features and 

favorable prices (Havas, 2017). Experts argue that the industry is digging its own grave if 

it keeps focusing only on direct, glossy and highly commercial buy-now marketing 

communications (Rørstrøm, 2016). It it therefore considered highly relevant to research 

newer approaches to branding that attempts to meet the new demands and by 

investigating the observed branding phenomena from a consumer perspective, it 

becomes possible to study how brands can work with it.  

The thesis seeks to investigate the empirically observed form of meaningful brand 

communication through a multiple case study. Three cases, that are all recent examples 

of the studied branding approach, make up the basis for conversations in a collection of 
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in-depth consumer interviews. Through a thorough analysis hereof, using a wide 

theoretical framework, the thesis aims at obtaining an understanding of the branding 

phenomena from a consumer perspective. The goal is to provide plausible explanations 

to why this form of branding is starting to prosper by looking into theoretical 

perspectives on changes in society and the modern consumer. Furthermore, theory 

within the fields of emotional and cultural branding is drawn in, in order to answer how 

the use of emotional and sociocultural themes within brand communication can 

contribute to strengthen brand value.  

Research question 
	  
It can be argued that it today is an accepted fact, that both society and consumers 

affect branding (Kotler, Kartajaya & Setiawan, 2010). And as recent society and 

consumer theory indicates changes that entails new demands from consumers it 

becomes relevant to shed light on these and understand the affects these changes has 

on branding. From an observation of contemporary brand communication that is built on 

narratives tapping into highly emotional, realistic sociocultural issues, and with the 

knowledge of research suggesting consumers continual disregard for traditional 

marketing, the thesis seeks to investigate:  

 
From a consumer perspective – why and how can brands strategically tap into highly 
emotional sociocultural issues within their brand communication in order to strengthen 
brand value?   
 
The analysis will be based on a multiple case study of three organization’s brand 

communication that all taps into sociocultural issues through emotional and realistic 

storylines. These three cases form the basis for conversation in a line of individual 

consumer interviews. In order to conduct the analysis and provide a satisfactorily answer 

to the research question, the thesis chooses to place the observed branding approach 

within the theoretical perspectives on emotional branding and cultural branding as these 

offer ways to analyze and understand how the approach can contribute to strengthen 

brand value. The theoretical framework will furthermore include theory on the 

hypermodern society and the modern consumer. In order to answer the research 

question the two following sub-question will be answered:  
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Sub-question 1: What characterizes the hypermodern society- and consumer and how 
has the new consumer demands changed the premisses for branding?  
 
Sub-question 2: How can brands apply the theoretical perspectives within emotional 
branding and cultural branding in order to meet the new consumer demands?   
 
 

Thesis structure 
	  
The preceding parts have presented and formulated the problem field and research 

question. Following this presentation of the thesis structure, a definition of key concepts 

and the thesis’ delimition will be presented and will round up chapter one. Chapter two 

contains a presentation of of the method applied during the thesis. Firstly, the scientific 

perspective within which this thesis is formed is defined. Secondly, a presentation of the 

data collection, data processing and analysis strategy is presented, including a reflection 

on the validity and reliability of the research process. Chapter three contains the 

theoretical framework used in the analysis to study and understand the collected data. 

It divided into three overall sections focusing respectively on the hypermodern society, 

which leads to a section on the modern consumer as an emotional consumer. Lastly a 

branding section focusing on emotional and cultural branding and perspectives 

hereunder will round up the theoretical framework and connect the theoretical 

perspectives. Chapter four contains the analysis where the primary data are analysed 

and it is divided in parts corresponding closely to the parts in the theoretical framework. 

Chapter five contains a discussion of the analysis, including a reflection on the 

challenges of cultural branding. The discussion will lead to a proposition of a number of 

strategic recommendations. Chapter six will provide a conclusion containing the central 

results and insights discovered through the research and will answer the overall research 

question.  

 

Concept definition 
	  
It is found important to define the way this thesis understands and applies the central 

concept of brand value within the research question. This in order to clarify what the 

thesis is actually studying and to enable a qualified answer. Other central concepts to 

the analysis will be defined throughout the thesis.  
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Brand value  
	  
Brand value is understood in the form of it illustrating that something is “held to 

deserve; the importance, worth or usefulness of something” (Oxford Dictionaries, 

2017). It concerns assigning nonmaterial value to a brand through an exchange of 

meaning with consumers. It is therefore understood as an intangible value, which entails 

that it’s abibility to be worth something or be useful is a subjective matter. It is seen as 

co-created between the brand and stakeholders and entail strong, favourable and 

unique associations linked to the brand located in the minds of stakeholders (Merz, He, 

Vargo, 2009). The purpose of this thesis is thus not to determine the effects of specific 

forms of branding on a brands monetary value. It is however regognized that a strong 

brand in terms of the nonmonetary value and favourable associations ascribed to a brand 

by consumers can be of positive effect to the financial value of a brand through e.g. 

increased product demand and purchase. The financial aspect is however outside the 

scope of this thesis and not a matter the present thesis investigates.  

 
Delimitation 
	  
The brand communication from the three cases selected for analysis are all three 

campaign or advertising videos from TV or social media. These are just one of many 

communication outputs, and as such it is regonized that other brand touchpoints, both 

online and offline, also influence the overall brand perception consumers hold. 

However, this thesis only studies a selected part of organization’s brand communication. 

This is also acknowledged in the overall research question, in terms of asking why and 

how the elements within these parts contribute to strengthening brand value. The 

selected communication elements are though part of the organization’s overall 

communication platforms, and thus not totally separate or different elements of what 

consumers meet at other brand touchpoints. Based hereof, the thesis does not, and is 

not meant to, provide a thorough investigation and analysis of the three case 

organization’s overall communication strategies, rather it is interested in specific 

branding elements and their effect on consumer’s attitudes and feelings toward the 

brand and the reasons behind these effects. 

Branding and consumer behavior are broad concepts and theories within the fields are 

extensive and wide-ranging. Based on a thorough search and review of the field, the 
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theoretical perspectives considered most relevant and qualified to help answer the 

research question was pulled out and these make up the theoretical framework. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Method & Data  
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Method and data 
	  
In the following chapter the methodical approach and considerations concerning this 

thesis is presented. The chapter includes a presentation of the scientific perspective, an 

account for the thesis’s research design and the selected cases and lastly the data 

collection and processing of data, including the analysis strategy, are presented and 

assessed in terms of the thesis’ validity and reliability.  

 

Scientific perspective  
 
This part seeks to clarify the scientific perspective in which this thesis is formed. The 

scientific approach is of crucial importance for the design of the thesis, as there do not 

exist an institutionalized truth of how a research question should be approached. Thus, 

the scientific perspective that one confesses to will affect the research design and 

analysis approach of the thesis (Fuglsang & Olsen, 2009). The scientific approach has 

decisive impact on how I understand and perceive the world, and thereby also the 

subjects the thesis aims to shed light on. It maps out the interpretation and 

comprehension related frames, which constitutes the basis for the choices and 

rejections within the thesis (Andersen 2008). 

Theory of science can in an overall perspective be described as a “basic set of beliefs 

that guide action” (Guba, 1990, p. 17). The different paradigms offer ways to examine 

knowledge using different assumptions.	  There are two aspects within research that have 

essential influence on the applied methods. Those are respectively the ontology and the 

epistemology that one confesses to. That is, how reality is perceived and what one can 

know about the world and how one can obtain that knowledge (Presskorn-Thygesen 

2012), meaning the way we study the field of interest.  

 
The social constructivist paradigm holds the view that society and institutions are 

changeable (Larsen, 2012) and will function as an ontology of how I as a researcher sees 

the world and production of knowledge, while the hermeneutic paradigm, which 

emphasizes that one has a pre-understanding of the world that controls how one 

understands the world and how one acts (Presskorn-Thygesen 2012), constitutes the 

episitimogical position in terms of getting access to the world and the understanding of 

it (Fuglsang & Olsen 2009).  
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This combination makes this thesis able to study branding as a constructed social 

phenomenon, and at the same time it enables the research to interpret and understand 

the consumers’s understanding and approach to the world from a hermeneutic 

perspective. The two scientific paradigms will be explained further in the following 

parts. 

 

Social constructivism  
 
The perspectives within the theoretical framework of this thesis concerning 

hypermodernism, consumer theory and emotional and cultural branding can all be seen 

as expressions of the social constructivistic theory why the thesis inscribes itself within 

social constructivistic paradigm.  

The social constructivist paradigm is characterized by the belief that reality and societal 

phenomenons are constructed through social, cultural and historical processes (Fuglsang 

& Olsen 2007). The perspective on reality as being socially constructed also denotes that 

reality is dynamic and therefore also historically changeable (Fuglsang & Olsen, 2009). 

This is relevant in relation to branding and consumer attitudes as these phenomenons 

are seen as evolving realities made up from social interaction and what constitutes to be 

true or correct behavior when dealing with them may change over time. The social 

constructivistic idea thus means that the reality can be proactively created in a desired 

direction if aware of the context. If the social phenomenons and the meanings attached 

to these are created by the actions of people, then they can also be changed by the 

actions of people (Fuglsang & Olsen, 2007). In here therefore also lies the opportunity 

for brands to influence both consumers and culture through branding.  

 

Witnin the social constructivist paradigm one, according to Collin (2003), needs to 

confess to whether one means the physical reality or the social reality (Collin 2003 in 

Larsen 2012). In its most radical form, social constructivism has a standpoint that fully 

denies the presence of a physical and social reality outside people’s perception of it, 

and the physical world is therefore seen as contructed solely by people’s perceptions of 

it (Collin 2003). This thesis understands the concept of reality as the social reality and 

thereby applies a more moderate social constructivism. This means that a physical 

reality is recognized as existing beyond my experience of it, however, this reality cannot 
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be accessed in an objective way, due to my approach to the world being dependent on 

the social, cultural and historical context. In practice, the thesis does not doubt that 

there exists a physical reality in terms of the three case organizations IKEA, TV2 and 

Volkswagen. It however holds the view that what constitutes their brand and the 

meanings attached to it are socially contructed and thereby subjective and changeable.   

 
The consequence of working within this paradigm is that the understandings of the 

investigated phenomenons presented as true, is not neccesarily true within the readers 

subjective understanding, as truth it is dependent on the social, historical, cultural and 

linguistic perspective that is put on reality (Presskorn-Thygesen 2012). Thus, objectivity 

does not exist within the social constructivist paradigm. The purpose of the thesis is 

therefore not to dictate a definitive truth, but in stead it aims at reaching an 

understanding of common perceptions and meanings about branding phenomenons.  

 
Within Berger and Luckmans (1992) understanding of society, there exists a continuous 

dialectic process, which contributes to a creation of institutional frames. The creation 

of institutions occurs as a result of interaction between people and society. In the daily 

interaction between people, certain habits, rutines and ways to interpret actions are 

build, which creates patterns of actions that repeats themselves, which results in the 

creation of more lasting institutions in society (Fuglsang & Olsen, 2009). Through here, 

subjective actions will over time create an objective or ‘true’ reality where these 

institutions make up the social reality (Fuglsang & Olsen, 2009). However, even though 

this institutional world is experienced as an objective reality, it is still a reality that is 

socially constructed	   (Fuglsang & Olsen, 2009).	  This theory is a helpful point of view in 

this thesis as it wishes to understand this created reality and its affect on branding. Both 

the hypermodern society and emotional and cultural branding is seen as phenomenons 

that have risen as social constructions through processes of interaction between people 

and society.  

This notion that people’s conceptions and beliefs of what constitutes reality eventually 

becomes an objective reality that is socially constructed, can be related to the 

institutional theory as presented by Scott (2014). It concentrates on the deeper aspects 

of social structure and deals with the processes of structures becomming established as 

objective guidelines for social behavior (Scott, 2014). This theory is highly relevant 
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within this thesis as Scott (2014) argues that organizations need social acceptability and 

credibility in order to survive and prosper - meaning that they require legitimacy. And 

this legitimacy, which is assumptions of an organization as being desireable and 

appropriate within a socially constructed system of conceptions and beliefs (Suchmann 

1995 in Scott 2014), is obtained through correspondence with the values and beliefs 

existing in the society in which they operate. The social reality of consumers in terms of 

shared conceptions and institutionalized frames in which meaning is created therefore 

becomes central to this thesis in terms of investigating possible branding strategies that 

potentially can strengthen organization’s brand value among consumers.  

As this thesis searches for a holistic and interpretative approach to understanding 

consumers and phenomenons as part of a social, cultural, linguistic and historical 

context, the hermeuneutic paradigm presented next is argued to be a perspective that, 

in combination with the social constructivist paradigm, can enable just that. 

 
Hermeneutics  
	  
By applying the hermeneutic method the thesis joins the interpretive practice of social 

science. Thereby the thesis acknowledges that understanding and interpretation 

precedes explanation (Fuglsang & Olsen, 2009). The hermeneutic approach is central as 

this thesis wishes to gain insights into social actor’s understandings in order to then 

obtain an understanding of the social reality. Through here, the thesis wishes to show a 

movement or tendency in relation to the forming of opinions among consumers regarding 

emotional and socio-cultural themes within brand communication.  

 
The thesis will apply the philosophical hermeneutic paradigm as presented by Hans-

Georg Gadamer, which recognizes that the understanding of a certain phenomenon is 

not bound to only the phenomenon itself (Fuglsang & Olsen, 2009). It enters into a 

historical, as well as a social, context which functions as the basis for the individual’s 

understanding (Fuglsang & Olsen, 2009). Thus, it is entails that one has a pre-

understanding of the world, based on historical and social contexts, that controls how 

one understands the world and how one acts (Presskorn-Thygesen 2012). This means that 

I too have a subjective pre-understanding of the world that will affect the content of 

this thesis.  
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The foundation within hermeneutics revolves around the hermeneutic circle, which 

entails that we are only able to understand the meaning of individual parts, or texts, by 

viewing them as a whole and thereby we can only understand the whole through 

interpretation of the individual parts (Fredslund 2012). Within philosophical 

hermeneutics, the ‘texts’ in the hermeneutic circle are understood as any object or 

phenomenon and the interpretation of these are based on the interpreter’s own horizon 

(Fuglsang & Olsen, 2009), meaning the interpreters preunderstanding of the world as 

formerly described. Based hereof, meaning is created in the meeting between the 

interpreter and the studied phenomenon in what Gadamer describes as horizons melting 

together, thus resulting in the creation of a new horizon of understanding (Fuglsang & 

Olsen, 2009). For this thesis it means that the researchers own preunderstanding, or 

horizon of understanding, melts together with the respondents’s in order to understand 

and interpret what they said, and thus generating a new horizon of understanding.  

Within this research, preunderstandings has been obtained through the preliminary 

insights into the case studies and the theoretical framework and has thereby given me as 

a researcher a preunderstanding of the phenomenons this thesis attempts to shed light 

on. Through interpretations of the thesis’ empirical data, these preunderstandings and 

preconceptions have gradually evolved. As such, it is acknowledged that my personal 

frame of reference that is brought into the investigation will affect the interpretation of 

both the theory and data, and thereby also the conclusions made. It therefore becomes 

essential for me as a researcher to retain an open mind throughout the study.  

Based hereof, it is not possible to act objective in relation to the concepts analyzed and 

discussed. Thus, the thesis do not search for a definitive truth, but instead offers an 

interpretation of consumer responses to emotional and socio-cultural themes within 

brand communications while, through an understanding of these, reasons for its 

strategic use as a contributor to strengthen brand value.  

The above leads to an explorative qualitive research method, which is further explained 

in the following parts.  

 
Research Design 
 

Research design can be seen as a plan that guides the investigator in the process of 
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collecting, analyzing, and interpreting data and the main purpose of the design is to 

avoid that the evidence do not address the initial research question (Yin 2009).  

The purpose of this thesis is to gain insights into and obtain a deeper understanding of 

how and why a certain type of brand communication can function as a strategic branding 

tool and as such, the thesis is based on an exploratory qualitative research design which 

has the purpose to provide an in-depth insight into and understanding of a marketing 

phenomenons (Malhotra, Birks & Wills 2007). According to Malhotra, Birks & Wills (2007) 

qualitative exploratory research is based on a small-scale level of empirical data and it 

”helps the marketer to understand the richness, depth and complexity of consumers” 

(p. 147). This type of research is especially relevant when what is studied cannot be 

quantified and it is characterized by having a flexible and evolving process to 

understanding (Malhotra, Birks & Wills 2007). As qualitative research involves collecting, 

analyzing and interpreting data that cannot be quantified in a meaningful way, it can be 

recognized as a more ‘soft’ form of research approach compared to the more ‘hard’ 

quantitative research method. Based on the above characteristics the exploratory 

qualitative research design is therefore deemed highly appropriate for this thesis. 

 
This research focuses on emotional and socio-cultural aspects in branding in a consumer 

perspective. The concepts of branding, culture and emotions are phenomenon’s that 

cannot be quantified and based hereof it is found most suitable to collect data through a 

qualitative research method as this method is very suited in areas where it is necessary 

to tap into the mind of a consumer on themes experienced on an emotional level 

(Gordon & Langmaid 1993). 

 
The thesis’ research approach is built on a mediation of the inductive and deductive 

approach. It is related to the adaptive approach (Layder 1998), which is entails an 

interplay between deduction and induction; between empirical data and the selected 

theory. Based on empirical findings, the thesis aims at outlining possible explanations to 

branding phenomenons and to provide a number of general guidelines or 

recommendations for working with emotional and cultural branding in todays society. As 

such, it relates to the inductive approach where one attempts to conclude something 

general based on empirical data (Fuglsang & Olsen 2009). However, the adaptive 

approach regonizes that we cannot investigate the world without any preceding theory 
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(Layder 1998). Based hereof, this thesis employs a process where one moves back and 

forth between data and theory.  

In relation hereof, the thesis’ approach can also be explained through the iterative 

approach, which entails ”a reflexive process in which the researcher visits and revisits 

the data, connects them to emerging insights, and progressively refines his/her focus 

and understandings” (Srivastava & Hopwood, 2009 p. 77 in Tracy, 2013 p. 184). Instead 

of establishing meaning only from within the data, the iterative approach urges the 

researcher to reflect upon the existing literature and theories brought to the data 

(Tracy, 2013). The approach is considered hermeneutic in its form where it is the 

interplay between the subject and the interpreter that contributes to the conclusive 

results, and which denotes that one can only understand the meaning of individual parts 

by viewing them as a whole and thereby only understand the whole through 

interpretation of the individual parts (Fredslund, 2012). 

 

Case study 
	  
According to Yin (2003) a case study is “an empirical inquiry that investigate a 

contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context, especially when the boundaries 

between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident” (Yin, 2003, p. 13). The term 

case study refers to an event, an entity, an individual, or a unit of analysis (Yin, 2014) 

and it is an approach well suited when answering questions of ”how” and ”why” (Yin, 

2003), which this thesis’ aims to do. The choice of a case study is therefore agued to be 

appropriate. Yin (2014) argues that case studies are advantageous when the purpose is 

to gain an in-depth understanding of a specific situation or problem. They can be based 

on a single case or be in the form of a multiple case study.  
 
The purpose of the thesis is, as described earlier, to examine why and how emotional 

and sociocultural themes within branding can function as a strategic branding tool and 

strengthen brand value. The case study as a method enables this, as it’s anchoring in 

practice can link the case study to action and thereby change practice (Neergaard, 

2007). Opposite a single case study where the challenge can be to obtain generalizability 

(Neergaard, 2007), a multiple case study can be argued to help meet this challenge. The 

criteria for generalizability concerns the opportunity to transfer the results of the thesis 
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to other alike situations (Tracy 2013), which in the light of this thesis can be argued to 

be of importance. The evidence from multiple cases is often seen as more convincing 

and the overall study is therefore regarded to be stronger (Herriott & Firestone, 1983 in 

Yin, 2009). This thesis attempts to meet the challenge concerning generalizability by 

choosing a multiple case study, where the three cases are evaluated to offer sufficient 

information about the phenomenon’s the thesis wishes to examine further. The three 

cases are selected through purposeful sampling. Purposeful sampling is commonly used 

in qualitative research in order to identify and select cases that are related to the 

phenomenon of interest (Palinkas, Horwitz & Hoagwood, 2015). As such, the cases are 

specifically selected because they are contemporary examples of, and capable of 

shedding light on, the topics of interest within the thesis and thereby enable the thesis 

to answer the research question. The three cases makes up the foundation for the semi-

structured in-depth consumer interviews and they makes it possible to study the 

phenomenon’s in interplay with the theoretical framework. According to Yin (2009) the 

use of theory, in doing case studies, is not only a vital part when defining the research 

question and data collection, but is also the key instrument for attempting to generalize 

the results of the study.  

Case studies also fit well within the scientific perspective in which this thesis is formed. 

By closely studying a case one can reach a deeper understanding of a wider 

phenomenon, and the three cases in combination with the theoretical framework and 

data collection are all parts, which has the purpose of contributing to a holistic 

understanding of the phenomenon’s, which then again makes it possible to answer the 

research question.  

 

All the cases are all examples of brand communication argued to tap into emotionally 

and socio-cultural themes, which are the type of brand communication this thesis wishes 

to study. The analysis is conducted through a study of selected brand videos from the 

three organizations and the thesis deviates from including other communication 

materials, both of internal and external character coming from the three organizations. 

It is however acknowledged that other communication elements can affect the overall 

perception of the respective brands. The thesis is delimited to only investigate a 

particular type of brand communication in a consumer perspective with the purpose of 

answering why and how this brand communication can contribute to strengthening brand 
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value. As such, only the selected advertising campaigns from the three case 

organizations are drawn in. A presentation of these follows next. The three cases will 

not be analyzed individually, but will all three be dealt with mutually throughout the 

analysis. 

	  
IKEA – Where life happens 

The Swedish furniture giant IKEA that designs and sells ready to assemble furniture, 

kitchens and home accessories has been the largest furniture retailer in world at least 

since 2008 (Loeb, 2012) and is argued to be a highly well-known brand in both 

Scandinavia and globally. IKEA introduced their current branding universe called ”Room 

for life” (plads til livet) in 2016, which contains emotional brand communications 

centered on stories showing real-life and everyday situations where there is room for the 

imperfect and IKEA offers their perspective on how they fit into these situations (Plads 

til livet, 2016). The campaign was rolled out on both TV, social media, print, outdoor 

and in warehouses showing scenes from the authentic, imperfect and many-sided life 

(Ingemann, 2016).  

Within the strategically founded branding platform ”room for life” where all 

communication develops from (Gaarde, 2016 in Ingemann, 2016) a collection of videos 

called ”Where life happens” has been presented (Where life happens 2016)1. IKEA is one 

of those brands that have placed focus on life’s greater challenges, such as divorce, and 

the branding universe can be seen as an attempt to reflect modern real-life living. The 

chosen ad called ‘Every other week’ from the brand universe features a young boy 

packing his things before getting picked up by his father to go see what will be his home 

for every other week, due to his parents recent divorce. When opening the doors to his 

new room it is exactly, thanks to IKEA, the same as the one at his mother’s home. As 

such, the ad wants to show that IKEA do not idealize life and that they are not only 

relevant when life is happy.  

The selected ad from the branding universe is argued to be a relevant example of the 

phenomenon’s studied in this thesis and it will function, as one part of the foundation 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1	  ’Where	  life	  happens’	  originated	  from	  IKEA	  Sweden,	  however	  they	  also	  brand	  themselves	  under	  the	  concept	  	  
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for dialogue during the in-depth consumer interviews. The ad will be further elaborated 

on during the analysis.  

 
TV2 – All that we share 
	  
The Danish commercial TV station TV2 launched in the beginning of 2017 a new brand 

universe with a tagline called “all that we share”. The campaign video had the purpose 

of branding TV2 through a story that taps into an emotional, serious and relatable topic 

in society. The ad features 80 Danes from all levels and parts of society who are asked 

to cluster according to their responses to a speaker’s questions. Questions such as: “who 

in here has been bullied”, “who in here are stepparents” and “who in here feel lonely” 

and as such the story contains strong emotional ups and downs. All the participants are 

real people consumers can relate to, and no actors appear in the video (Gyldensted, 

2017). When they start to step forward, the stereotyped ‘boxes’ disappear and new 

groupings are formed.  

TV2 argues that we live in a society where it is easy to put people in boxes, and 

therefore they want to remind us that we have more in common that we tend to think 

(Larsen, 2017). The video celebrates the concept of a tolerant and open-minded society 

as apposed to a judging and stigmatizing one.  

The ad very quickly went viral on social media and the total reach has crossed seven 

million (Larsen, 2017). The branding video crossed boarders and was mentioned in 

various media worldwide. The Huffington Post called it “a depolarizing video sweeping 

the globe” (Gyldensted, 2017).  

The video from the branding platform is argued to be a relevant example of the 

phenomenon’s studied in this thesis and it will also function, as one part of the 

foundation for dialogue during the in-depth consumer interviews. The ad will be further 

elaborated on during the analysis. 

Volkswagen Denmark – Generations 
	  
German car giant Volkswagen is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of automobiles 

and in 2017 Volkswagen Denmark launched a new brand and content platform called 

‘Generations’ which “aims to focus more on the person behind the wheel in Volkswagen 
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and less on the technology under the hood” (Nicolaisen, 2017). The new brand universe 

is launched with a highly emotional long-form ad also named ‘generations’ which 

primarily have been running on the company’s website and Facebook and Youtube 

pages. The untraditional campaign and brand video, which have received international 

attention (Nudd, 2017) features a father and son and their conflicted relationship. The 

video demonstrates their difficult relationship through a road trip in the fathers beloved 

Volkswagen Beetle from 1979 that the son has just inherited. In this untraditional ad 

Volkswagen chooses not to idealize the world by portraying a perfect wholesome happy 

family, but a family with issues, which is the reality for many families. The ad has had a 

mucher higher view through rate than usually, has received global interest and 

recognition and on Volkswagen Denmark’s Facebook page, over 400 people quickly 

commented with pictures of their own Beetle and the history connected to it (Ingemann, 

2017).  

 

The video from the branding platform is argued to be a relevant example of the 

phenomenon’s studied in this thesis and it will also function, as one part of the 

foundation for dialogue during the in-depth consumer interviews. The ad will be further 

elaborated on during the analysis. 

 

All three cases of brand communication have in common that they feature very little or 

no branded content or products throughout the ads.  

 
Data  
 
This thesis combines primary and secondary data in order to obtain a satisfactory answer 

to the research question. The empirical foundation makes answering the thesis’ research 

question achievable and both the primary and secondary data are presented and 

reasoned for in the following parts.   

Primary data 
	  
Despite a wide selection of secondary data, it was found necessary to collect primary 

data in order to be able to look more thoroughly into perspectives and phenomenon’s 

not previously focused on in public forums. The primary data contributes with important 
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understandings of the studied branding phenomenons from a consumer perspective and 

act as an important part in order to answer the research question in a satisfactorily way. 

The connection between the parts and the whole within the hermeneutic circle applies 

to both my understanding of theory and my understanding of the empirical data. 

According to Thompson (1997) the hermeneutic approach to consumer research is based 

on ‘texts’ of the consumer’s stories. These texts constitute the ‘parts’. Therefore, 

qualitative in-depth interviews were conducted in order to collect these texts. The 

individual interviews were conducted with the purpose of including in-depth consumer 

insights, which would not be possible only with secondary data. The data is analyzed 

within a theoretical framework that includes perspectives on the hypermodern society, 

modern consumer theory and emotional and cultural branding.  

Interview and interview quality 
	  
The qualitative research interview gives a unique opportunity to generate knowledge 

about how the respondents experience and understand their life world (Kvale 2007). The 

interview can help reach an in-depth understanding of a person’s behavior, motives and 

personality with the purpose of interpreting the meaning of the described phenomenon’s 

(Andersen, 2002). In this thesis the semi-structured research interview is chosen as the 

type of interview. Here focus is on the individuals experience of one or more themes 

and it is neither strictly structures nor totally open (Kvale, 2007). In this way, it is 

attempted to acquire the true knowledge regarding the respondent’s preferences and 

viewpoints with the purpose of answering the thesis’ research question. The strength 

within this form of interview is the possibility of the respondent to open up and provide 

in-depth answers while it at the same time gives the interviewer the possibility of 

controlling the conversation through the use of an interview guide (Andersen, 2002). 

Thus it is secured that the conversation was kept within the focus of the investigation 

through open questions without the interviewer leading towards certain opinions on the 

subject of interest (Kvale 2007). The interviews were based on an interview guide with 

room for the respondents to bring up new relevant themes or issues. Additionally, 

throughout the interviews, clarifying questions were provided when necessary in order 

to make sure of the respondents truly meant. Also, in connection to avoiding potential 

bias in terms of the respondents feeling that they where to give certain answers, the 

respondents where only given a brief introduction to the purpose of the research; that it 
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was concentrated on forms of branding and consumers’ understanding and attitude 

towards these.  

 
The semi-structured interview is a suitable research method when one wishes for an 

explorative approach that stimulates new knowledge and at the same wants 

respondent’s reflections on selected themes (Justesen & Mik-Meyer, 2010), which is the 

case in this thesis as discussed in the research design. Based hereof, the semi-structured 

interview is argued to be relevant for this thesis, as it is here desired, on the basis of 

the empirical data and theoretical framework, to attempt to provide plausible 

explanations to why and how a certain type of brand communication can be used in 

order to contribute to an increase in brand value.  

 
The quality, and thereby the validity, of the collected data depends on to which degree 

the interviews are capable of creating a frame for the conversation where the 

respondent feels safe and comfortable to speak up about private matters (Kvale, 2007). 

This issue is attempted to be met through interviewing individuals within the 

researchers own network so that they act more casual and feel comfortable and 

confident talking about personal matters, preferences and opinions regarding 

emotionally relatable topics. Before the interviews started, the respondents were 

informed that their identity would remain anonymous to make sure they spoke more 

freely. Furthermore, permission to record the interviews was granted. The thesis opted 

for a demographical varied group of respondents in terms of gender and age in an effort 

to create a nuanced glance on the topics of interest. The respondents range in ages from 

22 to 41 and consist of both males and females. The interviews were conducted in 

Danish, as this is the mother tongue of all the respondents and the length of the 

interviews ranged from 48-60 minutes.  

It is assessed that five interviews were sufficient as the goal was not to interview many 

but to achieve a deep insight into how the respondents see the world. Kvale (2007) 

discusses the question on how many subjects is enough and he argues that new 

interviews should be conducted until a point of saturation is reached and further 

interviews brings little new knowledge. It is argued that within the fifth interview, 

saturation was reached. Therefore no new interviews were conducted so that it was 

possible to make a penetrating analysis of the interviews within the time frame. A pilot-
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interview were conducted in order to make sure the interview process was as optimal as 

possible and this interview will not be included in the analysis.  

 
It is argued that, in comparison to focus-group interviews, individual in-depth interviews 

gives a wider access to the individual’s life world, since the individual are given more 

time to speak and thereby a bigger opportunity to express him or herself more deeply. 

Furthermore, in order for the data to be valid and useful it was deemed highly 

important that the persons being interviewed where honest and was not holding back 

opinions or thoughts in fear of other participants’ opinions of them. Due to this the 

focus-group interview is not chosen. 

It can be argued that limitations to the findings exist in terms of the number of 

participants. The required number of participants in a qualitative study is a contested 

issue (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009) and this thesis has opted for a smaller scale of primary 

data in order to secure a more in-depth understanding of each of the individuals’ 

experience and thoughts within this thesis’ field of interest.  

 

Data processing  
	  
In relation to the processing of the interview data, transscribing was chosen as the 

method as it structures the interviews so that it becomes more suited for further 

analysis and in its own constitutes the first analytical process (Kvale, 2015). I am aware 

that transcriptions are “constructions from an oral conversation to a written text” 

(Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009, p. 183) and therefore contain a number of assessments and 

decisions (Kvale, 2007). The thesis attempts to oblige to this issue by transcribing all 

spoken words so that only short pauses and words with no real meaning2 are left out as 

these elements are argued to not affect the meaning. When quotes are used in the 

analysis, these are translated into English, and within this process, special attention is 

given to make sure the true meaning of what is said is maintained in the translation.  

Different forms of interview analysis exist (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009) and with the 

hermeneutic foundation the thesis opts for the study to focus on generating meaning 

(Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009). According to Kvale (2007) the hermeneutic approach does 

not contain any step-by-step method, but is characterized by the hermeneutic circle, 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2 Words such as øh, ehm.  
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where the meaning of a text “is established through a process in which the meanings of 

the separate passages are determined by the global meaning of the text” (Kvale, 2007, 

p. 112). As described earlier, my subjective preunderstandings of the studied 

phenomenons will also affect the processing and analysis of the interviews when trying 

to establishing the meaning hereof. This thesis applies an approach to the interview 

analysis referred to as bricolage and theoretical reflection as these “goes beyond 

following specific techniques or approaches to interview analysis and draws in a variety 

of techniques and theoretical concepts (Kvale, 2007, p. 119). Bricolage denotes that the 

interpreter moves freely between various analytic techniques and can be described as 

an eclectic form of generating meaning and it is a common method for analyzing 

interviews (Kvale 2007). Here the researcher can read the interview transcripts in order 

to obtain an overall impression and then return to more specific interesting passages 

expressing attitudes to a phenomenon (Kvale, 2007). The thesis also made use of 

thematic coding which is concerned with looking for major thematic ideas in the texts in 

order to study, compare and categorize the data (Kvale, 2007). After reading the 

transcripts several times, themes and patterns started to appear, which were then 

related to the perspectives within the theoretical framework. As the thesis’ theoretical 

cornerstones represent the different themes the thesis wishes to analyze, it was possible 

to process the data by thematically coding these in relation to the theoretical themes 

they could provide insights to. This was practically done by printing out the transcripts 

and cutting the individual pieces out in order to create a visual overview of the 

statements. 

Within the theoretical reflection approach for analysis the researcher may reflect 

theoretically on certain themes of interest by reading through the interviews several 

times (Kvale, 2007) which is an analysis approach also applied within this thesis. As such, 

respondent’s statements were placed within the theoretical framework centered on 

developments in society, modern consumer theory and emotional and cultural branding, 

and a qualified reading of the interviews are thereby carried out (Kvale & Brinkmann 

2009). This theoretical reading of the interviews can contribute to discovering new 

contexts and bring forward new understandings of known phenomenons (Kvale & 

Brinkmann, 2009). However, an attempt was also made not to just prove presupposed 

perspectives, but to understand the phenomenons as experienced by consumers.  
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Secondary data 
  
The thesis will use secondary data as part of the method triangulation. The secondary 

data will support the primary qualitative data in the form of in-depth consumer 

interviews in the attempt to answer the overall research question. Throughout the 

analysis, the thesis will integrate consumer insights and research that deals with and is 

in correlation with the thesis’ research field. These secondary data consists of e.g larger 

research studies and reports on branding and consumer insights from the leading global 

information and measurement company Nielsen, global research agency Kantar Millward 

Brown and Havas Media Group. The secondary data is relevant to include as it gives 

background knowledge, and some of the integrated secondary data furthermore 

contributes with a quantification of consumer perspectives and attitudes that helps 

reach even more sufficient insights to conduct the analysis. The secondary data thus 

supplements and supports the primary data. 

 

A great deal of public accessible material regarding the three case campaigns exists in 

which this thesis draws on in the analysis. This secondary data consists of their social 

media company pages- and websites, YouTube channels and various supplementing 

internet articles containing e.g. interviews with company representatives that helps gain 

an understanding of the strategy and actions behind the campaigns. Thus, these 

secondary data constitutes a foundation for understanding the nature of the ideas within 

the case’s brand communication and thus supports the primary data.   

	  
Validity and reliability  
 
Reliability and validity is according to Bryman (2008) central elements in relation to the 

analysis’s results and the further conclusions. However, Kvale (2007) argues that these 

concepts are by some researchers considered of being too loaded with positivist ideas 

from quantitative research. Validity can be defined as “the extent to which a 

measurement represents characteristics that exist in a phenomenon under 

investigation” (Malhotra & Birks, 2007, p. 159) and deals with validity and relevance in 

the relationship between the theoretical and empirical concept level (Andersen 2013). A 

study is considered valid if it collects the required data needed in order to answer the 

research question (Blumberg, Cooper a & Schindler, 2011). As such, it deals with the 
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degree of whether the data actually reflects the phenomena of interest (Kvale 2007). By 

establishing the thesis’ research design it was made sure that the thesis was actually 

studying what it intended to. Within qualitative studies, validity is also secured through 

accuracy within the applied method and the descriptions hereof, contrary to the value 

of generalizing known from quantitative studies (Kvale, 2007). This thesis has attempted 

to provide a thorough and transparent description of the research process, method, data 

and scientific standpoint to oblige to just this.  

Moreover, the thesis attempts to build a wide theoretical framework in order to make 

the research as valid and reliable as possible in order to secure a thorough and 

satisfactory answer. The theoretical framework is based on a number of theoretical 

keystones, but these are supplemented by complementing theories in order to 

emphasize their relevance and validity. Triangulation, where the study combines data 

from different sources (Brier, 2012) is applied as it too contributes to increasing the 

validity. In case studies validity can be achieved through the use of multiple sources of 

data in order to compare data and thereby establish if it agrees (Yin 2003). The thesis 

applies different sources in terms of the combination of both primary and secondary 

data that provides insights to the studied phenomenons. Moreover, through a multiple 

case study as opposed to a singe case study, it is argued that the validity is 

strengthened.  

One of the larger limitations in terms of studying meaning, attitudes and culture among 

consumers is that these concepts are in a constant movement. It is therefore argued to 

be unlikely that it would be possible to repeat the exact data results in another context. 

However, the datatriangulation in terms of the increased amount of data drawn in 

through secondary sources is argued to have strengthened the valitidy.  

Further perspectives on validity regarding the conducted interviews were considered 

previously in the section dealing with the interview quality. 

Reliability indicates how certain and precise we measure what is actually being 

measured (Andersen, 2013) and furthermore whether data can be reproduced with the 

same results (Kvale, 2007). However, by applying a qualitative method it must be 

emphasized that the results always carry an uncertainty (Tracy, 2013), and this is 

further supported by the social constructivist and hermeneutic frame of understanding 

where the belief in one true objective social reality is rejected (Kvale, 2007). In order to 
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increase the reliability of the interview results I attempt to avoid being controlled by my 

own subjectivity and to ask open questions that does not intend to claim a certain 

answer.  
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Framework 
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Theoretical Framework 
	  
This chapter entails an outline of the theoretical framework on which this thesis is build. 

The chapter lays out the foundation for the analysis in the following chapter. The 

purpose is to place the empirically observed branding approach within a theoretical 

context in order to obtain a better understanding of it and the possible challenges 

connected to it. For an organization it is an essential and continual wish to be able to 

strengthen its brand in order to follow the development within consumer culture in an 

always-changeable society. Thus, knowledge and insights on consumers and society is a 

key component in the creation of a strong brand (Buhl, 2005; Heding & Knudtzen 2009).  

As previously described, the thesis choses to place the branding approaches of the three 

cases within the theoretical perspectives on emotional branding and cultural branding, 

as these are assessed to enable an understanding of the approach so that it is possible to 

conduct an analysis that will provide an answer to the overall research question. 

 

The Hypermodern Society  
	  
In order to actually understand what have shaped the present society, the thesis will 

briefly outline the central ideas that characterize the postmodern society. This 

contributes to a better understanding of the hypermodern society. Furthermore, it can 

be argued that there is no exact point of when society shifts from stage to another, and 

as such, perspectives on the postmodern society is not without relevance today.  

Outlining perspectives on the hypermodern society is in an attempt to gain an 

understanding of how society has affected the conditions for consumer culture and 

branding, and it is included based on the view that the societal context has a direct 

effect on culture, consumption and thereby marketing acitivties (Kotler, Kartajaya & 

Setiawan, 2010).  

 
The postmodern society arised in the late seventies as a reaction to modernisn as it 

shifted away from rationality and objectivity. The acceptance of everything not being 

logical is starting to gain access and discontinuity, chaos and constant change 

characterizes the period. No one truth is no longer existent and as such, both society 

and knowledge are seen as a social construction that is always up for debate (Firat, 

Dholakia & Venkatesh, 1995). This is also in line the scientific perspective within this 
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thesis. The postmodern society is characterized by simulated realities and individuals 

consume on order project a certain image externally and such values materialistic goods 

(Firat et al., 1995).  

 

Recent theory on marketing and branding suggests that the postmodern consumer 

culture is coming to an end and now it is concepts such as engagement and sincerity that 

are central (Cova, 2013). Kotler et al. (2010) argues that globalization and the extreme 

development within technology have created a highly complex society.  

The French professor of philosophy Gilles Lipovetsky presented in 2005 his definitions of 

what he called the hypermodern society, which primarily stems from Western European 

tendencies. He argues for a shift away from the postmodern society and into the 

hypermodern on which he writes: “the first version of modernity was extreme in 

ideological and political terms; the new modernity is extreme in a way that goes 

beyond the political - extreme in terms of technologies, media, economics, town 

planning, consumption, and individual pathology” (Lipovetsky, 2005, p. 33). This 

extremity had led to consumers fearing for what the future will hold, and according to 

Kotler et al. (2010) it has now become more important than ever for organizations to 

understand the worries consumers’ hold. According to Lipovetsky (2005), the 

hypermodern consumer, as opposed to the postmodern consumer, is now demanding 

emotional satisfaction and searches for me and focus is now on the consumers’ inner-

self. As a contrast to the postmodern society where consumers consumes in order to 

contruct a specific image externally, the hypermodern consumer consumes to obtain an 

inner satisfaction (Lipovetsky, 2005). Previous social structures in society that people 

usually used in order to construct identity is no longer present, and cultural identity has 

now become open reflexive (Lipovetsky, 2005). This means that brands now more than 

play a bigger role and now more than ever needs to show who they are and what they 

stand for, in order for consumers to assess whether they will use them in their 

construction of identity (Lipovetsky, 2005).  

 

The next part will look into how the hypermodern society has affected the consumer in a 

branding perspective.  
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The new consumer 
	  
In extension of the previous part dealing with societal changes it is relevant to look 

deeper into the new type of consumer affected by society. Within branding, it is a 

crucial factor that consumer culture and branding strategy are closely tied together. 

Why an understanding of consumers is important when defining brand strategy.  

With his theory, Lipovetsky argues for a new fase of hypermodernity. Consumer culture 

undergirds what and how people consume and sets the ground rules for marketers’ 

branding activities (Holt, 2012, p. 80). The perceptions of what constitutes and defines 

the modern consumers are wide ranging and such the thesis chooses to describe the 

modern consumer theoretical perspectives on the emotional consumer and authenticity 

as these perspectives are considered highly relevant in regards to the studied 

phenomenons in this thesis but also in relation to the societal changes of society today 

in a marketing perspective. It is no longer an option to regard consumers as just passive 

receivers of a product. Consumers today consume consciously and they hold more power 

than ever (Heding et al. 2009).   

The emotional consumer 

The hypermodern society is characterized by an extreme degree of insecurity and 

complexity. This has caused consumers to search for meaning in life, which they 

attempt to find through hyperconsumption: “Hyperconsumption is a consumption which 

absorbs and integrates greater and greater portions of social life,  … and which is, 

rather, arranged in such a way as to meet individual ends and criteria, according to an 

emotional and hedonistic logic which makes everyone consume first and foremost for 

their own pleasure rather than out of rivalry with others” (Charles & Lipovetsky, 2005, 

p. 11).	   Within the postmodern society, people’s consumption was more about how 

products and brands could be used to position and project a certain image externally, 

whereas the hypermodern consumers consume in order to obtain an internal emotional 

satisfaction opposite to the postmodern consumer’s image-oriented consumption 

pattern.  
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A need for authenticity 

According to Gilmore and Pine (2008) consumers demand for authenticity is becoming 

crtitical, and it is therefore essential for brands to understand what consumers perceive 

as authentic and deliver in this area, and they argue that “to be blunt, businesses must 

get real” (Gilmore & Pine, 2008, p. 36). Within modern consumer theory, the concept of 

authenticity has received a lot of attention (Gilmore & Pine, 2008; Beverland & Farrelly, 

2009; Beverland, 2009), but a specific definition of what constitutes authenticity is 

difficult to provide. However this fits well within the thesis’s scientific perspective as it 

proposes the point of view that authenticity is a social construction and as such, 

different interpretations of what it means can exist. There do however exist a number 

of terms commonly used when referring to authenticity. These are words such as reality, 

trustworthy, sincere, legitimate, meaningful and genuine (Beverland & Farrelly, 2009; 

Beverland, 2009; Holt, 2004). A relevant point of view in relation to authenticity in a 

branding perspective is put forward by Holt (2004) who argues that brands no longer will 

be able to disguise their commercial incentives, and thus in stead will need to bring 

ways for consumers to construct their identity through myths that resolve social and 

cultural tensions, and through here be regarded as authentic (this will be further 

elaborated on in the section on cultural branding). As such, authenticity can be seen as 

a cultural concept that consumers search for within brands in order to construct 

meaning in their lives (Beverland, 2009). This apparent change of how brands should 

pursue authenticity is also addressed by Beverland, Lindgreen and Vink (2008) who 

argues that it no longer just about reassuring that the brand is ‘the real deal’, it is just 

as much about understanding authenticity as something that creates a unique brand 

identity that is differentiated from others. Authenticity can also be seen as a direct 

reaction to the postmodernistic societys focus on image and a simulated reality. 

Authenticity can thereby function as a collective concept that entails a general 

skepticism towards what the postmodernity stands for (Hermansen, 2012). Consumers 

will view brands as valuable resources for identity construction when brand meanings 

are perceived to be authentic (Holt, 2012, p. 85).  
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The powerful consumer in a world of social media  

Another essential point regarding today’s consumers is that the digitalization and rise of 

social media has placed consumers in a powerful position (Fournier & Avery, 2011). As of 

2017, 80 percent of all Danes are active on Facebook and thus tells us that all target 

groups are represented (Haug, 2017). Second to Facebook is Youtube where 55 percent 

of Danes are active (Haug, 2017). Social Media platforms belongs to the consumers, 

rather than brands (Fournier & Avery, 2011), and as a consequence organizations are 

losing control in relation to the exchange of information and forming of opinions that 

will affect how their brand is perceived (Fog, Budtz, Munch & Blanchette, 2011). Fog et 

al. (2011) argues that the one-way communication from brand to market is longgone, 

and the digitalization has created a permanent shift of power that has given the 

consumer the upper hand. Holt (2016) states that: ”In the era of Facebook and YouTube, 

brand building has become a vexing challenge” (Holt, 2016, p. 41), and in relation 

hereto it is according to Fog et al. (2011) essential that brands tells stories that are 

insync with the stories of their consumers’ or they will otherwise backfire.  

This leads on to the next parts, which deals with theoretical perspectives on branding. 

The section presents the most recent and relevant theoretical perspectives on how 

organizations should design their branding strategy in order to overcome the challenges 

of reaching today’s powerful and demanding consumer in a hypermodern society.  

Branding 
	  
The previous theoretical perspectives has accounted for new society and consumer 

tendencies. The perspectives illustrated changes in society, which also indicated that 

new norms and demands from consumers have arised. As it was argued in the section on 

social constructivism regarding institutional theory, Scott (2014) illustrated that in order 

for organizations to survive and prosper, they were dependent on being perceived as 

legitimate. Legimacy, he states, is obtained through correspondence with the values and 

beliefs existing in the society (Scott, 2014). As such, it can be argued that the 

delevepments and changes in society and consumer demands require organizations to 

adjust their approach to branding. Based hereof, the thesis will look into the 

development within the branding paradigm and argues for the relevance of emotional 

and cultural branding as an approach to meet the demands of today’s consumers.  
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In order to understand the recent theoretical perspectives on branding strategies, the 

thesis will briefly draw attention to the general development within the field.  

According to Heding, Knudtzen and Bjerre (2009), the brandingparadigm has gone 

through three periods that entails different focus points. Branding has gone from having 

a company/sender focus to a human/receiver focus and on to having a focus on 

cultural/context (Heding et al., 2009). The company/sender focus is also described as 

the economic approach where the traditional marketing mix model3 focusing on product, 

price, placement and promotion are considered the most important elements in the 

creation of a brand (Heding et al., 2009). The approach understands consumers as 

passive receivers that without reservations will decode the organization’s brand 

communication the way it is intended by the organization (Heding et al., 2009). The 

human/receiver focus is also described as the identity approach, where branding starts 

to consider the relationship between brand and consumer. The latest development, the 

cultural/context focus, emphazises how the technological and cultural changes has 

affected the branding discipline. Branding is now considered in a cultural context and 

entails more than just an exchange between brand and consumer (Heding et al. 2009). 

Within this approach, the focus is on the relationship and exchange between brand and 

macro culture and the consumer here actively interpret and develops the brand (Heding 

et al. 2009), thus becoming an active co-creater of meaning. The idea of society and 

consumers influencing branding correlates to the theoretical perspectives previously 

described and the thesis will later return to the concept of cultural branding.  

Overall, the branding literature has progressed from a brand logic that “that viewed 

brands as identifiers and embedded in goods … to a new brand logic that views brands 

as dynamic and social processes” (Merz, He & Vargo, 2009, p. 338). Brands are now seen 

as continuous social processes “where brand value is co-created through stakeholder-

based negotiations” (Merz, He & Vargo, 2009, p. 337). Thus, branding has evolved into 

participatory conversations through two-way communication (Mun ̃iz & Schau, 2011) and 

brand value is now located in the minds of the consumers (Merz, He & Vargo, 2009).  

 

From these perspectives it is argued that branding as a discipline attempts to adjust to 

the societal development and accordingly also new demands from consumers. Briefly 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3	  Also	  known	  as	  the	  four	  P’s	  developed	  by	  Philip	  Kotler.	  	  
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stated: When society changes, branding changes. In the next sections, the thesis 

attempts to demonstrate the latest reaction to this dialectic interplay by presenting the 

emotional and cultural branding approaches, which are two of the most recent 

theoretical perspectives within the branding paradigm. 

 
Emotional branding 
	  
As brands now more than ever struggles to catch the attention of consumers, it is 

according to Gobé (2009) extremely important that they engage consumers in new ways 

in order to succeed in the market. The market, and consumers, is saturated, but a way 

to strategically strengthen a brand is through building an emotional connection to 

consumers, and in order to obtain such a connection, brands need to humanize 

themselves (Gobé, 2009).  

Emotional branding has over the past decade evolved as a highly influental brand 

management paradigm (Gobe 2001; Zaltman 2003 in Thompson, Rindfleisch & Arsel 

2006). ”Emotional branding is a consumer-centric, relational, and story-driven approach 

to forging deep and enduring affective bonds between consumers and brands” (Roberts, 

2004 in Thompson, Rindfleisch & Arsel, 2006, p. 50). The emotive view of consumer-

brands relationships is increasingly considered as the key to differentiation and strategic 

advantage (Gobé 2001; Roberts 2004; Lindstrøm 2005). It challenges the benefit-driven 

approach to branding by arguing that this approach is unable to deliver a long-term 

competitive advantage especially if the benefits are tied to product features, as these 

appeals will not be able to break through the clutter of the saturated marketing 

environment (Thompson et al., 2006). Morsing (2011) joins this view as she argues that 

brands that communicate more than just about the product will achieve a greater 

competitive advantage. The emotional connection will almost never be able to rise 

through rational arguments about tangible product benefits or even through appeals to 

more symbolic benefits such as status (Gobé, 2001). In stead, the emotional linkage 

emerges when a branding strategy “demonstrate an empathetic understanding of 

customers’ inspirations, aspirations, and life circumstances” (Thompson et al., 2006, p. 

50). Emotional branding entails telling stories that inspire and move consumers, and 

these narratives must demonstrate a genuine understanding of consumers’ lives 

(Roberts, 2004).   
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Within marketing research several theoretical contributions has challenged previous 

models of how advertising works by, instead of asking what branding or advertising does 

to people, the question should rather be what people do with advertising (Gordon, 

2006). It entails a new focus on the social and cultural role of advertising in people’s 

lives, contrary to focusing on manipulation, persuasion, selling and presenting unique 

selling propositions (Gordon, 2006). The traditional models of marketing are appealing in 

the way that they offer a form of control. However, in the light of todays powerful 

consumer, brands can no longer attempt to dictate how consumers perceive and attach 

meaning to their brands, rather this construction of brand meaning is a co-creation 

between the consumer and brand (Merz, He & Vargo, 2009). As the consumer is not just 

a passive receiver of information, succesful branding is according to Gordon (2006) a 

process of creating relevant associations and meanings. Another important point in 

relation to this thesis is that the meanings consumers attach to a brand is personal, but 

it is at the same time also influenced by the broader sociocultural context (Gordon, 

2006). 

 

Likable brand communication has according to Biel (1990) a much better chance of not 

being avoided, both in reality and mentally, and in categories where products are 

similar, likable brand communication provides a strategic advantage as it can have a 

persuasive effect and directly affect feelings towards a brand. Likeability is a complex 

concept, but through a large-scale research Biel offers a list of factors that drives 

likeability in brand communication which are: ingenuity, warmth and sensitivity, 

meaningfulness in the way that it is worth remembering, not pointless, true to life, 

convincing and believable and furthermore that it is not worn-out or phony (Biel, 1990). 

 

The previous theoretical parts there has shown a number of examples indicating that the 

emotional aspects have begun to dominate branding and consumers. One of the reasons 

being the postmodern society’s fragmentation, which has led to the hypermodern 

consumer’s pursuit of inner personal satisfaction. The emotional branding discipline is 

therefore argued to have risen as recognition of consumers’ position of being more 

powerful and it can be seen as a consequence of the development within both 

technology, media, consumption and the individuals’ self-centredness. To refer back to 
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the section on the hypermodern consumer, the complexity and rising market 

competition that has led to massive sums of marketing has contributed to consumers’ 

preferring emotional qualities contrary to the functional ones. It therefore becomes 

crucial in todays hypercomplex market to be able to understand consumers emotional 

need and take advantage hereof through branding (Gobé, 2004). As such, the focus 

within emotional branding entails a shift away from the traditional understanding of 

branding (the traditional marketing mix) on to having people and their emotions at the 

center of attention by not seeing them as passive receivers of messages. The emotional 

branding discipline is not seen as a discipline containing a string of concrete 

instruments, but is seen a new way to consider the relationship between brand and 

consumer. Kotler and Keller (2012) agree with the advocates for emotional branding and 

argue that consumer responses are predominantly emotional and only carries hints of 

cognition and rationality. Hammond (2008) furthermore argues that brands are built on 

emotions, and if an organization is unable to connect emotional components to their 

brand, all they offer is a product and will thus struggle to differentiate and break trough 

in a market saturated with products and an overflod of informations. Thus, great 

products are no longer enough.  

According to Gobé (2004) consumers today expect their brands to show a firm 

understanding of their needs and cultural orientation. Organizations therefore needs to 

invest both time and effort into understanding their thoughts, feelings and behavior if 

they are to design a suitable approach that will appeal to their target audience (Gobé 

2009; Zaltman 2003). As such, to deploy an effective branding strategy that will 

resonate with consumers in a valuable way, it is vital to gain deep consumer insights and 

use these through brand communication to emotionally connect with consumers by 

showing an understanding their lives. The rise in emotional branding can based on the 

above be argued to be result of brands striving to create content that engages the 

consumer in a meaningful way and not just creats ‘ads’ that act as an unpleasant 

interruption. Moreover, based on the layed out premisses for emotional branding, it can 

be argued that by deploying such an approach, brands can exploit the hypermodern 

consumers’ hedonistic motives and need for emotional satisfaction. 

Sad-vertising 
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Another highly relevant perspective within the field of emotional branding is one coming 

from academic research psychologist and strategic planner David Bonney, who has 

provided relevant insights to use of emotions within branding. Bonney (2006) makes the 

case for brand communication that taps into more sad emotions and argues that 

advertisers should not avoid these apparently ‘negative’ stimuli. The term sad-vertising 

is understood as brand communication that reaches a little deeper, and it is 

communication that, contrary to consumers feeling momentarily cheerful, makes them 

feel something more meaningful and lasting (Bonney, 2006). The term sad-vertising 

might be misleading, as it does not just propose that the communication leaves 

consumers feeling sad, but it acknowledges the fact that both people and real life is not 

only filled with cheerful moments, it also has downsides (Bonney, 2006). As such he 

argues that it challenges the traditional one-dimensional strategy in advertising of 

stimulating only positive and superficial emotions in brand communication.  

Bonney looks into the psychological arguments to support his theory. The cognitive 

neuroscientific revolution of the 1990s has according to Bonney (2006) thought us that 

emotions precedes conscious thought and determines the distribution of attention, and 

thereby that rational and persuasive communication within an ad is in-effective if it 

does not evoke emotion. Through the psychological arguments and through a likeability 

study with over a thousand consumers exposed to eighteen ads, nine purely positive and 

nine which were emotionally heavy, he argues that brand strategists and advertisers 

should not shy away from the more negative emotions or stimuli, but should in stead 

embrace them (Bonney 2006). The findings from the study revealed that the ‘sad’ ads 

evoked much more emotional response, and on the measure of likeability it was evident 

that the more sad or negative scenarios did not ‘repel’ consumers (Bonney, 2006). A 

relevant aspect is Bonneys (2006) claim that advertisements difficulty of breaking 

through the clutter to catch the consumers’ attention will rise if they are not able to 

embrace the full spectrum of life. Brands will then distance themselves from consumers 

and thus reduce the effectiveness of their communication. Superficial and unrealistic 

communication is according to Bonney why most brand communication is found 

irrelevant and irritating in the minds of consumers. Chief global analyst at Kantar 

Millward Brown Nigel Hollis agrees and ads to Bonney’s theory that research shows that 

brand communication that touches deeper emotions that resonates with consumers will 

be more effective than a ”happy-talk” advertisement (Hollis, 2007).  
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Utopian visions has been central to advertising in terms of portraying social ideals and 

fictional dream-worlds where the consumers are persuaded into buying the perfect life 

(Manca, 1994). It is what Cova (1996) has called the ‘Disney-fication’ as a means to 

describe how the line between reality and illusion disappears, and he connects it to the 

postmodern consumers need for self-presetation through the creation of a certain image 

projected externally through a brand. The hypermodern consumer is however no longer 

so much concerned with displaying a certain identity and image externally, but here a 

brand is used to strengthen individuals’ inner self and provide inner emotional 

satisfaction. As such, we see movements within theory and practice that points to a 

need for the branding approach to change direction. Another relevant theoretical 

contribution hereto besides emotional branding is Douglas Holt’s theory on cultural 

branding.  

 
Cultural Branding 
	  
As it was previously described, the cultural/context focus, introduces a new approach to 

branding. It is an approach where the traditional models with focus on consistently 

communicating the functional product advantages despite changes in the society or 

consumer culture, are replaced in favor of a cultural focus. Following the recognition 

within the theory that society and consumers affects organizations’s branding strategies, 

or that it should affect them, the belief in the traditional marketing models are starting 

to faint (Beverland, 2009).  

Douglas B. Holt is recognized for his theory on cultural branding, which is an approach 

concerned with securing relevance through cultural values constructed and adjusted to 

consumers’ changing needs arised in the wake of changes in the macro culture (Heding 

et al. 2009). He also cals it post-postmodern branding and his introduction to the 

approach are seen as a reaction to the classic branding strategies that are starting to 

lose its effect on consumers. According to Beverland (2009) it is the ignorance of 

sociocultural factors that makes the traditional brand approaches lose its effect because 

they do not attempt to understand from where and how consumers construct their 

identity (Beverland, 2009). The cultural branding perspective is according to Holt (2004) 

a part of the solution as brands through here can differentiate themselves from the 

crowd and make an impression in the minds of the consumer. Cultural branding 
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investigates how brands through time can become iconic. This is according to Holt 

(2004) achieved through relevant storytelling that taps into cultural norms in society. As 

such, the brand can eventually end up as symbolic representations of meanings and 

attitudes that the consumer finds valuable in his or her own understanding of self and 

the societal changes (Holt, 2004). Furthermore, the brand contributes to the creation of 

cultural and social changes, as ”the brand is a vessel of meaning and myth making, 

successful only if it resonates with consumers’ collective identity projects of the time.” 

(Helding et al., 2009, p. 210). Holt (2004) additionally argues that brands no longer will 

be able to hide their commercial motives and thus ”the question of authenticity will 

shift to focus on the brands contribution as a cultural ressource. Consumers will look 

for brands to contribute directly to their identity projects by providing original and 

relevant cultural material with which to work (Holt, 2002, p. 87). Holt does not provide 

a specific or concrete definition of culture, but chooses to use the term ’cultural 

expressions’ which are considered central to the theory. Cultural expressions are bound 

to culture and organizes how we understand the world and ourselves as they ”give 

guidance on all the key social, political, and existential constructs: from the nation, 

social class, gender, race, sexuality, and ethnicity, to constructs like beauty, health, 

religion, nature, compassion, generousity, ethics, the body, work, competition, the 

market, and succes” (Holt & Cameron, 2010, p. 173-174). Thus, it is through these 

consumers construct conceptions of what constitutes a meaningful life and identity (Holt 

& Cameron, 2010). From this perspective, the cultural branding approach is closely 

connected with meaning and communication as individuals share meanings and values 

collectively, and through this common point of view, culture is constructed (Heding et 

al., 2009). This explicitly demonstrates that the cultural branding strategy inscribes 

itself into the social constructivist paradim studied in chapter two of this thesis. Holt 

and Cameron (2010) argue that, today, the most important sources of a society’s 

cultural expressions are media and advertising industry. However, thet argue that only a 

few organizations have yet realized that their brands are seen and valued as cultural 

expressions. As the sources of these expressions are where brands too fight to position 

themselves, they should purposely exploit the potential of using cultural expressions to 

strongly position themselves in the minds of consumers (Holt & Cameron, 2010).  

Cultural branding will be explored further from two key components labeled by Holt 

(2004) as norms and myths.   
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Norms 

In order to achieve iconic status through time, brands need to look deeper into the 

inherent norms in society as these makes up the frame of reference for the cultural 

foundation on which brands can be built (Holt, 2004). They are seen as “the set of 

axioms and strategic principles that guide the building of brands into cultural icons” 

(Holt, 2004, p. 11). Norms are also seen as important in terms of legitimacy, as brands 

according to Holt (2016) can obtain legitimacy by acting accordingly to the accepted, 

both formel and unformel, norms of society and culture, which is a perspective that has 

also been argued by Scoot (2014) earlier in this thesis. Cultural branding is concerned 

with the wider cultural conceptions in order for brands to address the norms of society 

and explore consumers’ self-perception (Holt, 2004). Holt argue that ”brands that 

create worlds that strike comsumers imaginations, that inspire and provoke and 

stimulate, that help them interpret the world that surrounds them, will earn kudos and 

profits” (Holt, 2002, p. 87). Thus the search for legitimacy by addressing existent norms 

in society can be seen as an important point to strengthen brand value. Brands therefore 

need to be conscious of norms to be successful within the cultural branding approach. 

The idea that brands need to be aware of cultural norms can be related to the previous 

theoretical perspectives on the hypermodern society. Here the individuals’s self-

perception and construction of self is, instead by individual preferences, affected by 

society, which we have seen is a crucial perspective within cultural branding. It is 

exactly this awareness of from where consumers construct their identity that is vital for 

brands to succees, and the ignorance hereof is why traditional branding approaches are 

starting to fail (Beverland 2009). This functions as a very interesting perspective in 

relation to the thesis’ investigation of why sociocultural themes or issues built into 

brand communication can strengthen brand value in a consumer perspective.  

 

Myths  

Cultural branding is fundamentally made up from identitymyths expressed through 

storytelling. Holt (2004) characterizes these myths as simple stories that are able to 

solve cultural tensions and as stories consumers can use to address desires and worries 

(Holt 2004). They are characterized as ”simple stories with compelling characters and 

resonant plots, myths help us make sense of the world … and they work to resolve life's 
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most vexing questions” (Holt, 2003, p. 44). As such, the brand does not aim to build 

itself on specific products and its qualities as in the traditional marketing models, but 

aims at building symbolic value and meaning through stories.  

 
Myths can, by addressing the tensions that resides between the social ideals and 

people’s everyday experiences, have an affect on the way people see and reflect upon 

themselves and their lives, why deep insights into sociocultural matters are essential. In 

relation hereto, Holt (2004) stresses that it is necessary to revise the myths, because if 

they should be able to generate identity value, then they “must directly engage the 

challenging social issues of the day” (Holt, 2004, p. 36). This is based on the fact that 

myths are founded in societal issues, and as such, brands cannot expect that they will 

last forever: “Since iconic brands earn their keep by creating mythic resolutions to 

societal contradictions, when these contradictions shift, the brand must revise its myth 

to remain vital” (Holt, 2004, p. 96). If however a brand is able to create stories that 

have a meaningful plot and help consumers make sense of the world by addressing 

sociocultural tensions and anxieties in consumers day to day life, then the return is 

highly valuable since “emotional attachment is the consequence of a great myth” (Holt, 

2004, p. 28). Thus brands have moved from just fulfilling consumers’ functional needs to 

now seeking to become a meaningful actor in society in the minds of consumers. 

Furthermore, the emotional attachment will advance when a myth stimulates consumers 

to reconsider accepted ideas about themselves (Holt, 2004). If the brand succeeds in 

creating a myth that will resonate with consumers it can have the effect of creating 

what Holt (2004) describes as the cultural halo effect where the positive impact from 

the high levels of identity value will rub of “on conventional brand metrics, such as 

perceived quality and association with key category benefits” (Holt, 2004, p. 11) and as 

such bring further value to the brand.  

An important point is that consumer’s demand authenticity in order to consider the 

brand as a cultural resource. Holt describes the matter of authenticity through his 

argument that brands no longer are able to hide their commercial motives (Holt, 2004). 

Consumers will therefore no longer judge authenticity based on how and whether a 

brand distances itself from their motivation of generating profit (Holt, 2004). This means 

that consumers are now starting to reconcile with the fact that branding is what it has 
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always been, namely business, and that it doesn’t make sense to judge a brand on how 

well they try to hide their commercial intentions. In stead, they will demand that brands 

bring cultural material they can work with within their identityprojects (Hermansen, 

2010). As such, it becomes vital for brands to contribute to consumers’ identityprojects 

by addressing and attempting to solve social and cultural tensions, and through here 

become seen as a trustworthy actor in society (Holt, 2004). In order to successfully do 

this and be considered authentic, brands need to acquire deep sociocultural insights 

before starting to create myths.  

Based on the outline above, the perspectives within the theory of cultural branding are 

found very relevant in connection to the thesis’ exploration of how brands can 

strategically strengthen their brand value by tapping into sociocultural issues trough 

emotional true-to-life storytelling.  

When brands resonate  
	  
Seen in relation to Holt’s cultural branding theory, Fournier, Solomon and Englis (2008) 

provide some relevant insights. According to them, a strong brand is built on strong 

meanings and if their meanings lose significance within the lives of consumers the 

brand’s existence is severely threatened. They offer what they refer to as brand 

meaning resonance, which is a concept or factor that focuses on the quality that drives 

engagement (Fournier, Solomon & Englis, 2008). Research suggests that a brand can 

achieve a preferred position within the minds of consumers by going through “venues 

beyond the ownership of isolated and unique category associations” (Fournier et al., 

2008, p. 37). The three propose different forms of resonance through which brands can 

achieve a stronger resonance in consumers’ life and the market and through here create 

brand value. Resonance is seen as a quality and characteristic of meaning and refers to 

the echo “of a brand’s meanings within the contexts of the organization, the broader 

culture and the person’s life” (Fournier et al., 2008, p. 39). Relevant to this thesis is 

the definitions of personal resonance and cultural resonance. Personal resonance is 

defined as the fit between a brands claimed meanings and the meanings consumers 

seeks in their personal life, whereas cultural resonance refers to the degree in which a 

brands claimed meanings reflects and reinforce meanings from the social space 

consumers access to define their lives (Fournier et al., 2008). To obtain personal 
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resonance a brand needs to provide meanings that are useful in the consumer’s life, in 

the way that it will contribute to resolve identity issues and concerns (Fournier et al., 

2008).  To obtain cultural resonance, a brand should express alignment with core values 

and norms or they could go in the opposite direction and express oppositional meanings 

against current ideologies and tensions (Fournier et al., 2006). If brands are able to 

resonate with consumers and cultures it enables them to create a powerful brand, why 

resonance is argued to be a highly relevant perspective to consider within the scope of 

this thesis.  

 
Theoretical summation   
	  
To briefly sum up the theoretical framework, it was illustrated in the first part that we 

have entered, or are in the process of entering, into what Charles and Lipovetsky (2005) 

has defined as the hypermodern society where inner emotional satisfaction is in focus 

opposed to the postmodern consumers’ need to project a certain image externally. With 

the societal changes in mind, the theoretical framework went on to explore what 

defines today’s consumer. Consumers today are more powerful than ever especially do 

to the technological development and the rise of social media, which has also created a 

high degree of complexity. Social media has placed them in a position where they are 

able to block out much of the brand communication they do not find interesting or 

relevant, and furthermore, both consumers and the market are saturated with 

commercials and other brand communication meaning that the struggle to get through 

the clutter remains difficult for brands. These conditions has made it essential for 

brands to rethink their branding strategy and provide brand communication that will 

stand out and most importantly will be relevant and interesting in the minds of the 

consumers. Based hereof, the thesis has included two recent theoretical contributions 

witin the branding paradigm that attempts to address the challenges of reaching 

consumers. Both emotional branding and cultural branding offer new ways to strategic 

branding and the perspectives they hold are argued to be highly relevant when the 

thesis in the next part moves on to analyzing respondents responses and reactions to the 

three selected cases in order to answer why and how tapping into emotional and 

sociocultural issues within brand commucation can contribute to strengthen their 

brand’s value.   
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CHAPTER 4 

Analysis  
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Analysis 
	  

To conduct the analysis, the thesis makes use of the theoretical framework combined 

with the applied method in order to answer the two sub-questions through first a society 

and consumer part and then a branding part that will then be combined in a discussion 

in chapter five. In important aspect is the interplay between the theoretical 

perspectives, as it became evident in chapter three how society affects consumers, 

which again affects branding and the other way around.  

Society and consumers in a branding perspective  
	  
The theoretical perspectives on the hypermodern society and the consequences it has 

had on today’s consumer has illustrated how brands now more than ever need to direct 

attention towards obtaining a deep understanding of their behavior and mindsets in 

order to reach them. The massive amounts of overproduction and communication have 

according to Lipovetsky (2005) and Holt (2004) made consumers’ within the 

hypermodern society pickier and less susceptible to influence from brands’ persuasive 

messages. This point is also visible in the conducted interviews. Rather quickly a 

common denominator among the respondents started to show. They were all at some 

point expressing how they feel that they receive or is exposed to branding and 

marketing messages in such an intense way that they filter most of it away because they 

find it irrelevant and irritating: “I certainly do not want to have sales messages pushed 

in my face constantly, that just makes me irritated. But that’s how it is today, all the 

time and everywhere, and you can also say that, that is the reason I now almost 

everytime click or scroll away from for example pop-ups and commercials” (app. 1), “I 

just think that we reach a point where you switch off. I mean, come on, I know that 

shampoo won’t make my hair look like that model’s hair, so just there is really no 

interest for me to watch it, so I flip channel or scroll down” (app. 4). These statements 

relates to Lipovetsky’s argument on how previous consumerism has made consumers 

more neutral towards organizations’ messages and new products:	   ”This disaffection vis-

a-vis the world of consumption has made possible in return a conquest of personal 

autonomy, by multiplying the opportunities for individual choice and the sources of 

information about products” (Lipovetsky, 2005, p. 23). Brands thereby carry the blame 
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for the challenge they are in, as the massive amounts of new products has made 

consumers more resistent. It is a clear indication that consumers are starting to reject 

marketing and brand communication or at least that they demand something with more 

substance, if they are to have an interest or engage with the brand. This has also been 

demonstrated in various larger research studies. For example, in a report by Nielsen 

(2016) where it is shown how we are exposed to branding from several media platforms 

every minute of all day, which has made consumers look right through it and not at all 

engage with it. Another alarming research is one by Havas Media Group, who through 

their global MeaningfulBrand17 raport, where over 300.000 respondents participated, 

concluded that consumers would not care if 74 percent of the brands they use everyday 

were to disappear (Havas, 2017). They furthermore argue that consumers demand that 

brands need to humanize themselves and show they have deep insights into their lives in 

order to stand out as meaningful (Havas, 2017). The changing demands from society and 

consumers is also some of the reasons behind the branding strategy at Volkswagen where 

they no longer believe in brand communication driven only by functional messages 

(Osbæck, 2017). In order to create engaging communication and be able to strengthen 

the way consumers sees their brand, they believe emotional and relatable storytelling is 

a strong tool (Osbæck, 2017). Also brand manager at TV2 Vicki Wassmann Dahi states 

that the strategy behind their brand video is deep insights, due to the key factor that 

consumers today are demanding substance (Hedegaard, 2017). 

Lipovetsky argues that consumers today are bound by an insecurity and fear of what the 

future holds. This is also due to the high degree of complexity in the hypermodern 

society. The amount of information that sorrounds us, and the extreme development 

within technology, and even globalization, have caused the hypermodern consumer to 

search for simplicity and has created a need for inner emotional satisfaction. Kotler 

furthermore argues that these societal changes is the reason why brands need to reach 

beyond product functionalities and provide deeper meaning in order to please 

consumers’ needs (Kotler et. al. 2010). The great fragmentation of messages within the 

hypermodern society has furthermore caused consumers to search for direction. An 

example from the interviews also indicates this. When talking about only showing off 

products in brand communication a respondent said that: “We are being bombarded 

from all over the place with new products that can do this and that, and well that’s 

fine, but in the long run it becomes too much and annoying. Then this one (IKEA) shows 
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something about who the company is in stead” (app. 2). It can therefore be argued that 

when brands tap into sociocultural issues through emotional stories, they attempt to 

meet the demands from the hypermodern consumer by showing who they are aside from 

the product and by meeting the need for emotional satisfaction. As such, the rising 

fragmentation of messages in the hypermodern society, can be seen a reason why 

consumers today have higher demands to brands and how and what they communicate. 

Consumers simply need more than just product information in order to be able assess 

and position the brand within their own minds, why the differentiation element are 

critical for brands if they wish to stand out in the minds of consumers who are exposed 

to an enourmes amount of brand communication at all times.  

By reaching beyond the product and positioning the brand through an emotional story 

that tackles a sociocultural issue, it can be argued that the brand will have a higher 

possibility of reaching the consumer by showing who the brand are and what it stands 

for, which makes it stand out in a fragmented and complex society. Furthermore, a 

theoretical view in a hypermodern perspective proposes that identity is created based 

on what people individually wish for and no longer so much by social structures, that has 

previously been critical to how people constructed their identity (Charles & Lipovetsky, 

2005). This means that instead consumers today construct their own identity based on 

the elements they chose to surround themselves with, such as brands. Brands therefore 

need to express clearly whom they are, in order to make the consumer able to assess 

whether the brand can contribute to his or her construction of identity. This proposition 

that consumers need knowledge of what the brand stands for and demands to know 

what values is behind the mere projection of products was also seen in the interviews: “I 

also think that I am becoming more and more aware of who they are as a brand or 

company. I would actually like to know what is behind” (app. 1), “Then they should in 

stead remind me of their existence in another way, by showing who they are, for 

example here where IKEA shows that they are a company who knows that divorce is part 

of many peoples lives” (app. 2). This indicates how today’s consumer is demanding more 

than just the generic product in order to be able to assess how they feel or think about a 

brand, and whether it fits with their self-perception, as the hypermodern consumer is 

more concerned with inner personal satisfaction.  

As it was illustrated in the theoretical framework, brands are today more challenged 

than ever do to the intense rise in the use of social media that has made the consumer 
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powerful (Fournier & Avery, 2011). Their power combined with their increasing demands 

for brands to contribute with meaningful branding creates a difficult challenge for 

brands. All respondents expressed that they believe that brands should be present on 

social media platforms, but their role on the platforms is not for the brands to decide: “I 

don’t really believe that one can expect them not be today” (app. 2). Even though they 

expected brands to be present, the respondents was however not interested in pushy 

sales posts and these could act as a reason form them to unfollow their sites: “Well, 

nobody wants a situation where you can’t open up anything without everything being 

‘buy here, buy here’ all over. So they need to come up with something that catches 

ones attention. All the other stuff I just scroll by and barely notice it. And if it is only 

sale, then I don’t want to follow them” (app. 1), “I’m really not interested in getting 

the feeling that they just want to sell me some product everytime I open up my 

Facebook or Instagram. Then I’ll just get annoyed everytime I pass by their name and 

posts. But if they are present in a reserved way and lets us come to them, or else only 

posts something that maybe makes me stop up and think or that shows what I can 

actually use them for, in a wider sense, then, then I think they are entitled to be in my 

feed.” (app. 3). When asked what it took for them to share or comment on content 

coming from brands they also all shared the same opinion, namely that it has to be a 

good story that they can relate to or that they know a friend or family member could 

relate to: “If it is something I can see myself in or someone I know, then I could 

consider it. But it takes more for me to share a video than for me to tag someone. But 

if I tag someone, it is also shown in other’s feed. But yes, if the story is good and moves 

me or I can relate to it, then I could easily tag friends” (app. 2). These perspectives 

falls in line with the perspective presented by Fog et al. who argued how brands need to 

tell stories that would resonate with consumers in order for them to engage with their 

brand. Both secondary research (Havas, 2017) and the respondents’ attitudes towards 

brands on social media and descriptions of their own behavior on the sites indicates that 

brands need to be cautious about the amount of commercialized communication they 

post on their sites, and not only do they have to limit the sales pitches and product 

features, they also need to provide more meaningful content that indirectly show the 

consumer who they are as brand or what they can do for consumers or why they can be 

of value to them. At least if they have hopes that the consumers will engage with their 

brand and obtain a positive perception of them. This is also illustrated in a new report 
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from Kantar Millward Brown (2016) which argues based an large research study of both 

post-campaign sales and facialcoding that brands that goes beyond product features, 

have a clear meaning and is told through a story with an emotional tone clearly 

outperforms ads that don’t. They furthermore conclude that consumers tend to filter 

brands communication out that has an explicit meaning (Kantar Millward Brown, 2016). 

Volkswagen Denamarks’s ad acts as great example of how brands can engage consumers. 

After posting their campaign video on their Facebook page, which images a difficult 

father and son relationship, that triggers authentic emotions (app 1), and their roadtrip 

together in the Father’s beloved old WV Beetle from 1979, that the son has just 

inherited, the brand received remarkable attention, both globally in the media (Nudd, 

2017), but especially on their own Facebook site. Nearly 400 comments ticked in with 

Danes picturing their own beetle alongside stories of their memories with the car 

(Volkswagen Danmark Facebook page, 2017). The level of engagement was much higher 

than normally, and it can be argued that it illustrates the new demands from consumers 

in terms of brand communication that should go beyond product and price and leave the 

consumer with an emotional reaction by creating a meaningful story consumers find 

relevant. TV2’s commercial that taps into the sociocultural issue of our stereotyped 

society by placing people within certain boxes went viral in a matter of hours and also 

reached far beyond the danish borders. The reactions to it from the respondents also 

showed enthusiasm in their first reactions after seeing it: “It’s so good. It hits me right 

there, and I just watch it and think ‘oh I can so relate to this’. When they ask who has 

bullied others and we see the young boy, I shed a tear the first time a saw it. It’s so 

simple, but so authentic and believable. It actually made me feel a little bit proud of 

TV2, if that makes any sense” (app. 4), “I get goosebumps - it’s really good. The theme 

is spot on. I think that in the society we live in today, it is so scary that we can so well 

relate to these boxes they put people in, because it is totally how most of us think, 

right” (app. 1), “Yes, you know its when you can associate with it, then you do (become 

affected). I could see my self in some of the categories and in the descriptions of how 

you sometimes see people” (app. 2). As such it can be argued that the reactions to an 

ad is very positive if it has a meaningful message and taps into an issue consumers can 

relate to.  

In relation to Lipovetsky’s view on organizations in the hypermodern society he argues 

that a company’s own history now plays a bigger role. From the interviews it was 
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observed that Volkswagen is seen as a brand with long and great history: “I think the 

video matches well with those thoughts I have of Volkswagen, as I said a brand with a 

history. A car brand with a great history that has some kind of value to many, including 

me” (App. 2). The brands own history, and the histories from Volkswagen-owners, has 

also been a great inspiration in forming the new branding platform. Chief of marketing 

at Volkswagen Denmark Michael Stein expresses: “there is an enorm amount of great 

stories among the Volkswagen-owners. Small unique stories that we can all relate to 

because they have references to our own history” (Ingemann, 2017). However this focus 

on a brand’s history or internal dimensions is not taken into account within Holt’s (2004) 

theory on cultural branding.  

The man behind VW’s emotional long-form ad ’Generations’ Sune Svanborg Sørensen 

argues that: ”Traditional advertising tends to consider the purpose of marketing as an 

idealization of reality rather than a reflection. Generally we see more “perfect 

families” than “real families,” those with issues, conflicts, divorces or larger concerns 

such as illnesses or deaths. I presume it stems from an early misconception that we 

need people to aspire to extraordinary lives with materialist goals—a new car, a nice 

watch—rather than to experience a genuine and authentic identification with us” 

(Nudd, 2017). This argument of where the traditional advertising focus stems from is 

very well in line with the perspectives within the postmodern society where consumers 

consume with the purpose of projecting a certain image externally. As we have moved 

towards the hypermodern society, as argued by Charles and Lipovetsky (2005) and Holt 

(2004), where the need to create a perfect image is no longer central, but has been 

replaced with a need to obtain internal satisfaction, the observation of brands slowly 

starting to take a step back from traditional advertising is argued to make good sense 

seen from consumer perspective. As illustrated through the cases some brands now dare 

to actually let sociocultural issues such as divorce, stereotyping and family conflicts, 

previously seen as not belonging in advertising, be at the center of attention in an 

emotional story of how real life is. This can act as an illustration of societys and 

consumers’ change in preferences and needs. As Lipovetsky (2005) argues, it is exactly 

the genuine and authentic values consumers now searches for as these can be used to 

construct their identity. It can therefore be argued that when brands tap into 

sociocultural issues as a strategic tool in the pursuit of strengthening brand value, they 

can do so, do to the changes in society that has changed consumer behavior in a way 
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that they now search for emotional, relatable and authentic content they can use to 

construct their identity, which thus makes it meaningful in the eyes of the consumers. 

This branding approach attaches values to brands, that cannot be obtained only through 

the traditional marketing mix, and it provides meaning with which the consumers’ can 

work with to understand their inner-self. An important and critical aspect is however, 

that in order for the brand communication to work as intended and leave the consumers 

with a positive perception of the brand, two concepts are central, namely relevance and 

meaningfulness. And in order for consumers to get that feeling of meaningfulness, 

brands need to conduct thorough research to obtain deep knowledge and insights on 

their target consumers to strategically establish what to tap into in order to be succesful 

(Gobé 2009; Zaltman 2003). As such, when working with a branding approach that taps 

into sociocultural issues, meaning issues that is also bound by emotions, it becomes even 

more important to obtain deep human and societal insights before diving into something 

that from the beginning has certain values and opinions attached to it in the minds of 

the consumers, made up by the social constructions of meaning in society. As individuals 

basically searches for the meanings in life, then there should also be meaning attached 

to what brands contribute with, as they can be used by the hypermodern consumer to 

construct identity.  

	  

Partial conclusion 
	  
To answer sub-question one the thesis argues that the hypermodern society is overall 

characterized by the fundamental shift from the postmoderns society’s focus on 

simulated realities and need to build a certain images to project to the outside world, to 

instead be all about the indviduals inner self. Consumers no longer consume for the 

external image creation, but in stead in order to construct identity and obtain emotional 

satisfaction. This new focus is related to todays complex and fragmented world, which is 

caused by the extreme development within technology and globalization. This has 

caused consumers to search for simplicity and inner emotional satisfaction. The complex 

world is also shown in the massive amounts of commercialized messages that today’s 

consume will simply reject if they cannot relate to it. The previous social structures 

within society is starting to faint, and consumers therefore no longer constructs their 

identity based hereof. In stead they turn to other institutions within society such as 
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brands, which is why brands today need to show who they are and what they stand for in 

order for the consumer to evaluate the value of the brand. Overall we are seeing a 

consumer who is now more demanding than ever, which challenges the brands to find 

new approaches to meet these. Based on the analysis above, it can be argued that these 

new consumer demands has changed the presmisses for branding in way that exclude 

them from applying the traditional marketing models. Consumers demand meaningful 

brand communication they can relate to in order to help construct their identity, and 

that will provide them with emotional satisfaction in a complex world saturated with 

marketing messages they reject as they simply do not find them interesting. It therefore 

becomes crititcal for brands to deploy an approach that will be able to reach and engage 

consumers in order for them to be perceived as valuable. The thesis therefore argues 

that brands are starting to tap into highly emotional sociocultural issues within their 

brand communication as a way to strenthen brand value do to these new challenging 

demands.   

Branding 
	  
As illustrated in the theoretical framework, the branding paradigm has progressed from 

seeing brands a identifiers embedded in product to now seeing brands as dynamic and 

social processes (Merz, He & Vargo, 2009). This means that brands can no longer be 

controlled by organizations in terms of dictating what consumers and other stakeholders 

should view the brand and what meanings to attach to it. The one-way communication is 

argued to be longgone and now branding entails a two-way communicaton where brand 

value is co-created with consumers and where the brand value is located in the minds of 

consumers (Merz, He & Vargo, 2009). The process has made the branding discipline more 

challenging and with the new demands from coming from the hypermodern consumer 

brands today struggles to break through the clutter of marketing messages. The 

emotional branding approach offer new ways for brands to reach consumers and it can 

be argued that by applying perspectives within emotional branding, brands has the 

opportunity to exploit the hypermodern consumers need for emotional satisfaction as 

illustrated above.  
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Emotional branding  
	  
Gobé (2009) argues that for brands to engage with consumers, they need to create an 

emotional connection to their brand by humazing themselves. This is a perspective that 

is shared by recent research studies, which argues that brands that show a strong focus 

on emotional relevance will obtain a more successful brand (Kantar Millward Brown, 

2016). This is interesting in relation the thesis’ research question. It was illustrated in 

the theoretical framework that emotional branding is story driven, consumer-centric and 

considered a strategic differentiation parameter (Thompson et al., 2006). All three case 

examples are brand communication that is built on storytelling that carries strong 

emotions. The interview data show that the respondents were left with an emotional 

feeling after viewing the different videos. For example after viewing the IKEA ad, which 

taps into the difficulties of divorce: “I actually got a lump in my throat when I saw the 

little boy, as I could relate to it myself” (app. 1). Also TV2’s ad created an emotional 

reaction: “Im actually getting goosebumps” (app. 1), “… I shed a tear the first time I 

saw it” (app. 4). When asked if their emotional reaction affected how they perceived 

the brands afterwards, the general answer was that it created a positive perception. 

The respondents also expressed that believed the ads were differentiated from other 

ads within their category. This was especially true for IKEA and Volkswagen: “I mean 

were used to seeing these very postitive ads, that’s the classic. You know, the perfect 

family picture and that’s why I think it’s so cool when go the other way” (app. 1), “I 

think the Volkswagen was good. It brought something new by showing that can do 

something else than just being a regular car company showing a car that looks great 

when it reflects in a window driving through a big city. So they show more about 

themselves” (app. 2). The way the case brands dares to be different within their brand 

communication by creating emotional stories that is revolved around something other 

than their product can therefore be argued to provide them with a strategic advantage. 

This is backed up by Havas MeaningfulBrand17 report, which concludes that it is when 

brands are brave enough to stand for something different they are rewarded by 

consumers (Havas, 2017). By daring to be different it can also be argued that the brand 

will receive a high volume of free media coverage. This factor is not unworthy in terms 

of strentghening brand value, and all three case brands received global media coverage 

as they dared to tap into issues and themes not previously seen fit for advertising.  
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As it was described in the theoretical framework on emotional branding, brands need to 

demonstrate an understanding of consumers’ lives (Gobé, 2009). Based on the 

interviews, IKEA has done well in relation hereto: “I myself comes from a divorce-

family, and suddenly you are in a situation where dad has to move out of the house, 

that’s expensive, and you want to give the children the best room possible” (app. 1), 

“they show consideration. That they know divorce can be sad thing and that is no need 

to hide that, when that’s the way it is” (app. 2). It can be argued that IKEA through this 

ad succeeds in humanizing their brand, which makes it easier for consumers to construct 

an emotional attachment to it and at the same it enables the brand to show that they 

know their customers and the understand their life which according to Gobé is the key in 

emotional branding. It was also illustrated in the theoretical framework that likeable 

brand communication would provide a stratetic advantage for brands, and for the 

consumers to perceive brands communication as likeable Biel (1990) argues that it needs 

to be true to life, meaningful and not come of as phony in the eyes of the consumers. 

When for example IKEA’s brand communication are perceived by the respondents as 

showing an understanding of consumers lives, the communication falls under Biels’s 

recommendations of both being true to life, meaningful and not phony, and it thereby 

raises its chances to be perceived as likeable. That brand communication should be 

perceived as true to life also demands deep insights into the lives of consumers. As 

Gorden (2006) argues how the meanings consumers attach to a brand is personal, but at 

the same time influenced by the broader sociocultural context, it can be argued that 

brand communication that are to contribute to strengthen brand value needs to be 

anchored in knowledge of both consumers personal preferences but also on the 

sociocultural streams in society. The theory on sad-vertising as presented by Bonney 

(2006) becomes an interesting perspective in relation to emotional branding that are 

true to life. When theory predicts that in order to tie an emotional connection to a 

brand demands that brands humanizes themselves and are true to life it can be argued 

that brand communication to a bigger extent than previously should tap into the more 

darker sides of life because real life is not always positive and happy. As such, sad-

vertising can be argued to be the authentic way to reach consumers in that it challenges 

classic brand communication and the way it is perceived by engaging consumers in a 

different way through appealing to their emotions at eye level with reality. To 

exemplify, when Volkswagen creates a story revolving around family problems, it 
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challenges the classic car commercial featuring a happy family on the road towards new 

adventures on a hillside, by appealing to emotions that is reality for many families in 

today’s society. As such, emotional and sociocultural issues within branding could 

according to theory make it more authentic in the eyes of the consumer and as it was 

described previously, the interviews indicated that the respondents were in favor of 

imaging life in a realistic way as it is more relatable and furthermore makes them feel 

that the brand knows their customers. Sad-vertising thus enables brands to demonstrate 

that they understand consumers and as such makes the co-creation of meaning between 

brand and consumer achievable, that in return reflects positively on the values assigned 

to the brand. To back up the interview data indicating that realistic stories creates a 

positive reaction, the Danish TV station TV2 has in a survey asking close to two thousand 

people whether commercials should picture divorced families and the consequences 

hereof, where 84 percent answers “Yes, it is part of reality” (TV2, 2016). This supports 

the theoretical recommendations that brands in order to reach and engage consumers 

should create stories that fosters a strong emotional connections and this could, based 

on the discoveries here, be by tapping into sociocultural issues.   

	  

Cultural branding 
	  
In the begining of the thesis, it was illustrated that it is necessarry for brands to 

incorporate the believes held in society, as this will contribute to the creation of 

legitimacy which is critical for organizations to exist. And a brand will by consumers be 

perceived as legitimate if it is culturally founded (Scott, 2014). Cultural branding 

therefore becomes relevant in relation to this notion. The theoretical framework 

presented Holt’s (2004) theory on cultural branding which holds the view that brands 

will secure relevance through cultural values constructed and adjusted to consumer’s 

changing needs arised in the wake of changes in the macro culture (Heding et al. 2009). 

It is seen as a possible solution to the challenge of meeting the demands of today’s 

consumers due to classic branding strategies starting to lose effect on consumers. The 

proposition that traditional is under pressure is also illustrated in the interviews: “Yes, 

you know, a normal ad. Like a JYSK commercial that is just buy, buy, buy with cheap 

prices and offers. That is getting irritating in the long run. Its totally pointless” (app. 

2).  
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The thesis argues that when organizations within their brand communicaton taps into 

sociocultural issues through emotional storytelling it can be related to the theoretical 

perspectives within Holt’s theory on cultural branding. Holt (2004) argues that cultural 

branding is founded on the concept of identitymyths expressed through storytelling. 

These myths should be able to solve cultural tensions and address consumers’ worries. 

IKEA functions as an example of brand communication that lives up to Holt’s 

propositions. The story within their ad is built on a sociocultural issue by tapping into 

the tendency of a rising divorce rate (Danmarks Statistik, 2016). By 2016 the divorce 

percentage had reached above 50 percent, which ultimately makes a possible to argue 

that it can be considered an issue. As such, IKEAs ad can be seen as an attempt to tap 

into a cultural tension, which is what a myth demands. By continuing to create new 

stories in this way, brands can, according to the theory, keep on developing a brands 

identityvalue, as the possibilities for consumers to express their identity through these, 

and thereby the myths, rise. IKEA has not only chosen to tap into the issue of divorce. 

Within the same brand concept they keep developing stories that all taps into different 

issues, such as teen anxiety, adoption, and the pressure of being a single mom, this 

could therefore be a way for IKEA to strengthen their brand value, as they by continuing 

to create myths, can become a meaningful actor in society in the minds of consumers 

(Holt, 2004). As such, by tapping into a sociocultural issue, which is also true for TV2, 

brands are addressing the tensions that reside between the social ideals and people’s 

everyday experiences, which through the eyes of consumers can make them a 

meaningful contributor of value. In order to been seen as such, deep insights into 

sociocultural matters are essential within cultural branding. 

Holt argues that brands no longer are able to hide their commercial incentives from the 

hypermodern consumer. This is also very clear in the data, as all respondents at some 

point expressed how they of course knew that what they did, they also did to make 

profit: “yes, and we are not stupid. We know that by the end of the day, the ads are 

created to sell” (app. 1), “I know that they are not doing it out of pure fun and 

consideration” (app. 3). Respondents also expressed that the way the brand used 

branded content or their products within the stories affects how the brand 

communication is received, and can affect whether it is seen as authentic. IKEA’s choice 

to include product prices at the end of the story, though very briefly, got the following 

reaction: “For me they didn’t have to do that. I mean, I was aware that the furniture in 
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the story was from IKEA, so that last attempt to sell something, should have been 

avoided – for the sake of the story” (app. 1), “As I said before, then I know what the ad 

is for, but why not just leave them out, and let the story be” (app. 2). The respondents 

are however not totally rejecting branded content or products within the stories, but it 

is a matter of how it is done. It is however TV2’s ad where no branded content or 

product appears at all exept for their logo a the end, that overall was perceived to be 

most trustworthy: “It clearly works better than if they had thrown in an offer for TV2 

Play. Then you would be left with this feeling that, oh how great that they dare to 

make an ad like this with taboos, and then, well, they still tries to sell something. But 

that they chooses not do it, makes me see it in a much more positive way” (app. 2). It 

can therefore be argued that what Holt (2004) argues in terms of brands not being able 

to hide their motivation for profit is accurate. That does however not mean that it is 

impossible for the brands to be seen as trustworthy or authentic. These qualities will be 

true for the brand if they are aware of how much and in what way they choose to 

implement branded content or products. An important point from the data is also that 

the respondents say that it is important that they know who the sender of the video is. 

This is also found important in a study by Kantar Millward Brown (2016) where they in 

their report argues that if there is no brand, then there is no impressions made, meaning 

an engaging video without branding will not be able to add value to the brand. Brands 

therefore need to balance the brandet content so that consumers will be aware of and 

remember who made the ad, but with in mind that too much product will make their 

story backfire. It is argued that this balancing act is especially important when brands 

tap into sociocultural issues that carries a lot of emotions, as here it was expressed in 

the data that if it becomes too obvious that all they wanna do is make a profit, then the 

emotional effect will loose its touch on the consumers.   

By tapping into the issues of divorce and family difficulties it can be argued that the 

IKEA and Volkswagen through their communication pushes against family norms, in terms 

attempting to address the conflicted picture of what is seen as ‘normal’. They target 

the ideology of what consitutes the perfect family as it has previously been set forth by 

media and advertising. As such they innovate with ideology by championing new 

ideologies through breaking with category conventions (Holt, 2004). The can be argued 

to be true for TV2 who pushes against the sociocultual norm in society that has made us 

judge people based on looks and thereby attempts to make us reevaluate appareanty 
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accepted ways of how we see people. As such, they explore a cultural opportunity which 

central within cultural branding.  

As it was illustrated in the theoretical framework, Fournier et al. (2008) argues that a 

brand is built on strong meanings and that the brand will be threatened if it loses its 

signifigance within the lives of consumers. As such they believe that brands need to 

resonate with consumers. This has through this analysis been illustrated on several 

rounds, as both primary and secondary data illustrates that consumers will attach more 

value to a brand if they can relate to their brand communication, and it work best if 

they can see themselves in it or associate with characters or whole storylines. The three 

case videos can be argued to all provide either personal resonance or cultural 

resonance. By contributing to resolve a personal concern for by addressing divorce and 

how to make the best situation for children in the situation, IKEA brings personal 

resonance to consumers in such a situation. And based on the insights on the divorce 

rate, this is not just a small group. Furthermore, it can also resonate with other 

consumers as we saw in the interviews where a respondents described how she could 

easily relate to those feelings, due to her own experience with it years ago (app. 1). To 

obtain cultural resonance brands can choose to express oppositional meanings against 

current ideologies (Fournier et al., 2006), which it has been established is what 

especially TV2 attempts to do. Based hereof, it can be argued that it has enabled them 

to create a powerful brand through brand communication that resonates with 

consumers.  

 

Partial conclusion 
	  
As we have seen throughout the thesis, brands struggle more than ever to break through 

the clutter of brand and marketing messages. Societal changes have, as we have seen, 

generated new and challenging demands from consumers. Two recent theoretical 

branding perspectives have offered their contribution to how this is done. These are the 

theories on emotional branding and cultural branding. The thesis wish to investigate why 

and how tapping into emotional sociocultural issues within brand communication could 

act as a strategic branding tool in order to contribute to strengthen brand value. This 

branding approach was empirically observed, and the thesis found it relevant to 

investigate this approach by placing and analyzing them within the theoretical 
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perspectives on emotional and cultural branding. The analysis suggests that by creating 

brand communication through emotional storytelling, the three case brands has been 

able to move the respondents in the interviews. A crucial factor in order for it be 

successful is that the consumers can relate to the stories and through here they 

connects emotionally with the brand. Brand communication can therefore draw strategic 

advantage by projecting stories that a true to life. It is therefore a vital factor that 

brands obtain in-depth knowledge and insights into the lives of consumers, both on a 

personal level and on the wider sociocultural structures in society. The empirical data 

shows a clear picture, in relation to the how respondents perceive brand 

communication. They expect something more from brands in terms of meaning and 

relevance and clearly do not want to have product features and sales messages pushed 

on them. Especially on social media sites. It is therefore argued that by creating an a 

story or myth that in someway tackles or opens up to resolve tensions in society and at 

the same time resonates with consumers on an emotional level, it can work as a 

strategic tool to meet the new demands from consumers. As it is illustrated, this done 

rather well by all three case organizations who taps into sociocultural issues through 

emotional storylines.  
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CHAPTER 5 
Discussion 
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Discussion  
	  
It became evident in the analysis that there exists a natural tie between the brand 

communication and the brand itself. Within the case of Volkswagen it was illustrated 

how the brands history had been the background for the story they created. 

Respondents also mentioned how they saw Volkswagen as a brand with a long history 

and that they thought their story in their brand communication symbolized this quite 

well. Within branding theory in general in can be argued that there exist a general 

requirement that the brand says should come from within the organization in order for 

consumers to see brands or organizations as a whole. This is especially pointed out 

within the litterature on corporate branding, where the alignment between the internal 

and external communication is focus and where the need for consistency is argued to be 

a key factor for brands to be valuable. However, Holt (2004) does not account for a 

brands internal dimensions or how the myths or stories needs to come from within the 

organization and its own history. Rather he stresses that it is necessary to revise the 

myths, because if they should be able to generate identity value, then they “must 

directly engage the challenging social issues of the day” (Holt, 2004, p. 36). This is 

based on the fact that myths are founded in societal issues, and as such, brands cannot 

expect that they will last forever. As such it makes the requirement of consistency 

within all of the organizations communication activities impossible, if brands are to keep 

following the tendencies within society. This can be argued to possibly create a 

challenge for brands, if they are not aware of the importance for consumers to see a 

natural connection to the brand within the brand communication. As a result it can be 

argued that brands come of as just telling stories for the sake of telling stories.  

It is therefore argued to be an important factor for brands to consider if the attempt to 

apply the principles of cultural branding. However, the empirical data showed, that with 

regards to the three case examples they were able to see the meaning in of the stories 

in connection to the brands. Holt’s theory work on many levels, but it is argued to be 

cut of from other aspects of the organization. The thesis therefore argues for a need to 

implement a perspective on consciousness of a brands history and internal DNA when 

creating the myths, in order for cultural branding to function successfully. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Conclusion 
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Conclusion 
	  
Seen from the thesis’ scientific perspective on the social reality as a social construction 

that is always changeable, the conclusions made in this thesis might change as the 

society develops. As a result of changes in society, consumer behavior changes and new 

conditions and challenges to the field of branding arises. However, for the time being, 

the thesis can overall conclude that the characteristics of the hypermodern society that 

is characterized by the fundamental shift from the postmoderns society’s focus on 

simulated realities and need to build a certain images to project to the outside world, to 

instead focus on indviduals inner self. Consumers no longer consume for the external 

image creation, but in stead in order to construct identity and obtain emotional 

satisfaction. This new focus is related to todays complex and fragmented world, which is 

caused by the extreme development within technology and globalization. The complex 

world is also shown in the massive amounts of commercialized messages that today’s 

consumer will simply reject if they cannot relate to it. The previous social structures 

within society is starting to faint, and consumers therefore no longer constructs their 

identity based hereof. In stead they turn to other institutions within society such as 

brands, which is why brands today need to show who they are and what they stand for in 

order for the consumer to evaluate the value of the brand. Overall we are seeing a 

consumer who is now more demanding than ever, which challenges the brands to find 

new approaches to meet these. These changes in society into a hypermodern society 

that has changed and intensified the demands from consumers has affected the 

development within the branding paradigm. Instead of seeing branding as a one-way 

communication form consumers now must be seen as active co-creaters of brand value. 

This has fostered the uprise of emotional branding and cultural branding which proposes 

new ways for brands to reach and engage with todays demanding hypermodern 

consumer. A crucial factor in order for these to be successful is that the consumers can 

relate to the stories and through here they connect emotionally with the brand. Brand 

communication can therefore draw strategic advantage by projecting stories that a true 

to life. It is therefore a vital factor that brands obtain in-depth knowledge and insights 

into the lives of consumers, both on a personal level and on the wider sociocultural 

structures in society. By creating a story or myth that in someway tackles or opens up to 

resolve tensions in society and at the same time resonates with consumers on an 
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emotional level, cultural branding can work as a strategic tool to meet the new demands 

from consumers. As it is illustrated, this done rather well by all three case organizations 

who taps into sociocultural issues through emotional storylines. 

The thesis therefore proposes that these above described developments within both 

society, consumer behavior and branding acts a plausible explanations to why and how 

tapping into highly sociocultural issues within brand communication can act as a 

stratetic branding-tool in order to increase brand value.  

	  
The limitations of the thesis’ findings is relevant to consider in relation to the final 

conclusions. The thesis argue that the small-scale level of the primary data affects the 

results and the ability to generalize. The thesis however, from the beginning has not had 

the purpose of being able to generalize the results. This would demand much larger 

scale of primary data. The findings do however make the thesis able to provide possible 

explanations to why and how brands can tap into sociocultural issues in the pursuit of 

strenthening brand value.  
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Appendices  
 

Appendix 1  
	  
Interview 1: Female, 25.  
 
Interview guide: 
 
Short introduction containing; interview purpose, process, and information regarding 
anonymity and recording.  
 
Hvad forbinder du med brandet IKEA? 
 
Opfatter du IKEA som et moderne brand? 
Hvis ja, hvorfor og hvis nej, hvorfor ikke? 
 
Kender du til deres kampagneunivers kaldet ”Plads til livet”?  
 

- Video vises.  
Hvad syntes du / tænker du om den video? 
Hvad tænker du om temaet eller emnet i reklamen? 
Er det positivt eller negativt med den slags emner? Hvorfor? 

 
Hvad forbinder du med brandet TV2? 
 
Opfatter du TV2 som et moderne brand?  
Hvis ja, hvorfor og hvis nej, hvorfor ikke? 
 
Kender du til deres kampagneunivers kaldet ”Alt det vi deler”? 
 

- Video vises 
Hvad syntes du / tænker du om den video? 
Hvad tænker du om temaet eller emnet i reklamen? 
Er det positivt eller negativt med den slags emner? Hvorfor? 
 
Hvad forbinder du med brandet Volkswagen? 
 
Opfatter du Volkswagen som et moderne brand? 
Hvis ja, hvorfor og hvis nej, hvorfor ikke? 
 
Kender du til deres kampagneunivers kaldet ”Generationer”? 
 

- Video vises 
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Hvad syntes du / tænker du om den video? 
Hvad tænker du om temaet eller emnet i reklamen? 
Er det positivt eller negativt med den slags emner? Hvorfor? 
 
Hvad udgør for dig en god eller interessant reklame? - en reklame du faktisk har lyst til 
at se.  
 
Syntes du disse reklamer (jeg har vist) adskiller sig fra andre reklamer? Hvis ja, på 
hvilken måde? 
Kan du nævne andre eksempler på lignende reklamer eller kampagner?  
 
Forventer du eller er det vigtigt for dig at brands ikke bare kommunikere omkring deres 
produkt eller service, men går ud over produktet? Hvis ja, hvorfor? Hvis nej, hvorfor 
ikke?  
 
Påvirker det din opfattelse af et brand, at deres kommunikation har et fokus der går 
udover produkt og pris? Hvorfor og på hvilken måde?    
 
Forventer du at brands er tilstede på de sociale medier? Hvis ja, hvorfor og hvad skal de 
være til stede for? Hvis nej, hvorfor ikke?  
 
Hvad skal der til for at du interagere med et brand eller overvejer at like/dele deres 
indhold eller tagge venner i det?  
 
Efter at have set de her videoer, tænker du så anderledes omkring de brands? I forhold 
til de indledende spørgsmål om dem?  

 
Interview:  
 
Jeg skal lave en række interviews, som skal bruges i mit speciale i forhold til at få 
noget data omkring forbrugere og deres holdning, tanker og meninger til en bestemt 
type af branding. Under interviewet vil der indgå nogle cases eller eksempler, som vi 
skal tale ud fra, og det er vigtigt at du bare taler ”fra hjertet” – der er ingen forkerte 
svar og ingen krav til bestemt viden. Jo mere du uddyber jo bedre. Som vi tidligere har 
talt om, så optager jeg, men du vil være anonym i specialet. Når jeg bruger ordet 
reklame skal det ikke kun forstås som de korte reklamer på tv, det kan eksempelvis 
også være indhold fra virksomhedens Facebook eller Youtube side.  
 
Til at starte med vil jeg spørge dig hvad du forbinder med brandet IKEA?  
 
IKEA, jamen, det forbinder jeg med billige møbler – til gode studiepriser. Men jeg syntes 
også, at de er kommet meget mere med. Engang syntes jeg det var lidt meget 
skrammel, men jeg syntes faktisk de kommer mere med på både design og kvalitet.  
 
Ja – vil du betegne dem som et moderne brand? 
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Ja, ja, det ville jeg nok. Jeg syntes de reklamere og brander sig meget. Altså der 
kommer stadig kataloget ud, men de er samtidig med andre steder også hvor jeg er.  
 
Okay, så du ser dem de steder du selv er?  
Ja, lige præcis. Altså de er på de sociale medier og sådan noget også.  
 
Kender du til kampagneunivers, som de kalder for plads til livet?  
 
Måske, det siger mig noget. Men kan ikke lige sådan komme med noget bestemt.  
 
Nej, jamen så vil jeg starte med at vise dig en lille video.  
 
Video vises.  
 
Hvad syntes du, eller hvad tænker du om den?  
 
Jeg tænker den er rigtig fin. At det er en fin måde at få et samfundsrelevant problem 
ind eller hvad man skal kalde det med skilsmisse.  
 
Ja.  
 
Men det jo også smart. Altså nu kommer jeg jo selv fra en skilsmissefamilie, og lige 
pludselig så står far og skal flytte ud af huset, og det er dyrt, og man vil gerne give 
børnene så godt et værelse som muligt, men måske er muligheden der bare ikke lige til 
at starte med, så det er også, altså, historien passer godt til IKEA.  
 
Ja, et godt match.  
 
Ja det syntes jeg, godt valg af dem og godt set, hvis man kan sige det sådan.  
 
Det kan man bestemt. Kan du beskrive din følelsesmæssige reaktion på den, hvis du 
altså havde nogen?  
 
Altså jeg fik faktisk en lille klump i maven da jeg så den lille dreng og jeg kunne jo selv 
relatere til det. Og ja, så alt der har med børn at gøre på den måde vækker noget.  
 
Ja … 
 
Men samtidig så bliver man jo også glad når man ser at han kommer og ser sit nye 
værelse. 
 
Så det bliver lige opløftet til sidst?  
 
Ja, men tænker lige, åh hvad skal han gå ind til og så nåårh, han har det samme 
værelse, hvor godt. 
 
Ja, hvad tænker du det tema de tager op? Altså skilsmisse.  
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Altså jeg syntes det er, det er interessant eller hvad man siger. Jeg kan godt forstå at de 
gør det.  
 
Ja.  
 
At man gerne vil forbinde IKEA med det mere end bare en stol, en seng, en billig stol 
oveni købet. Så er er klart en god ide, at man som forbruger får dét mere ud af se på en 
reklame.  
 
Så det er positivt for dig?  
 
Ja helt sikkert, jeg tror mange af os, inklusiv mig selv, gerne vil have dét mere.  
 
Altså mere end bare et produkt?  
 
Ja en historie forbundet med det som man kan relatere til. Og især den her tror jeg 
mange kan relatere sig til.  
 
Ja. Opfatter du reklamen som troværdig på den her måde?  
 
Ja det syntes jeg. Især det her med, altså, at de bruger børn. Altså der bliver næsten 
ikke sagt noget i reklamen, men det virker stærkt, og man kan sagtens sætte sig ind i de 
tanker han har, ja.  
 
Så det ramte noget i dig?  
 
Ja, det virker godt at man selv kan forestille sig det.  
 
Nu viser de lige nogle priser til slut i filmen ud for nogle af produkterne der er i 
billedet, hvad syntes du om det?  
 
Mmh, altså for min skyld som forbruger havde de ikke behøvet det. Altså jeg kunne 
sagtens fange at det var møbler fra IKEA i værelset, så det sidste salgsforsøg kunne jeg 
da godt have undværet – for historiens skyld.  
 
Så det ser du lidt som noget negativt?  
 
Ja det bliver det lidt for mig. Sådan lidt, det kunne I godt lade være med. Logoet til 
sidst er helt fint og der ved man med sikkerhed hvem filmen kommer fra og det er 
rigelig oplysning. Produkterne og deres pris skal jeg nok selv opsøge.  
 
Ja.  
 
Ja, altså det havde gjort den stærkere. Når det alligevel er sådan de vælger at gøre det, 
så skal de køre stilen helt ud. Historien havde selvfølgelig ramt mig på følelserne inden, 
da det først kommer til sidst. Men jeg havde ikke siddet med en forstærket tanke til 
aller sidst at nogle endnu engang bare vil sælge. Men altså, det er stadig en rigtig fin 
histore.  
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Okay. Inden vi tager den her lidt videre, vil jeg spørge dig hvad du forbinder med TV2?  
 
Jamen, jeg forbinder TV2 med noget godt. Altså jeg tror modpolen det nok er DR1, og 
det er lidt had her fra, så TV2 står klart i det positive lys hvis man kan sige det.  
 
Ja, ville du betegne dem som et moderne brand?  
 
Ja, ja det ville jeg.  
 
Hvorfor?  
 
Til at starte med nok fordi jeg sætter det op mod DR, og jeg tænker DR som lidt den der 
mere gammeldags, og der er licens og der monopol på ditten og datten og der piller vi 
ikke ved. Hvor TV2, de er lidt mere, her kan vi gøre hvad vi selv vil, og det de gør syntes 
jeg de gør godt.  
 
Kender du til deres kampagne Alt det vil deler?  
 
Ja, det har jeg set. Det er den hvor almindelige mennesker træder ind.  
 
Ja, det er det. Kan du huske hvad du tænkte om den?  
 
Altså jeg kan huske at jeg tænke, shit en god reklame. Altså jeg kan huske på Facebook, 
det var jo helt vildt så mange der likede den inklusiv mig selv. Så ja, en god ide.  
 
Ja, vi kan lige se den for at opfriske hukommelsen.  
 
Meget gerne.  
 
Video vises.  
 
Hvad tænker du? 
 
Den er lige så god som jeg huskede. Ja, jeg virkelig at den rammer.  
 
Ja, den rammer?  
 
Ja det gør den.  
 
Sådan følelsesmæssigt?  
 
Ja, jeg får helt kuldegysninger, ja jeg syntes virkelig den er god.  
 
Hvorfor?  
 
Jamen den rammer bare ind noget virkelig relater bart og samtidig et vigtigt, kan man 
kalde det tabu, altså at vi simpelthen er er slemme til at se ned eller forkert på andre.  
 
Så temaet er godt?  
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Spot on. Jeg syntes i det samfund vi lever i nu, det er jo så skræmmende at man kan 
nikke genkende til de her båse de sætter folk ind i, for det er jo totalt sådan de fleste 
af os går rundt og tænker ikke.  
 
Så de har ramt noget relevant?  
 
Ja, også fordi det bare er blevet sådan en acceptabel måde at tænke på, så man ikke 
engang tænker over det mere.  
 
Ja, så det er positivt i dine øjne det tema tages op?  
 
Helt sikkert. Selvom det er en reklame er det den helt rigtige vej at gå. Ja, det fanger i 
hvertfald min opmærksomhed, og på den måde forbinder jeg jo heller ikke ligefrem TV2 
med noget negativt når jeg kan se de laver noget jeg syntes er positivt. Og som jo ikke 
bare er godt for mig, men for samfundet måske, fordi så mange ser det.  
 
Så reklamen smitter positivt af på din opfattelse af TV2?  
 
Ja, ja, ja.  
 
Er det troværdigt og autentisk? Altså tror du på det?  
 
Ja det gør jeg. Måske hvis jeg ser filmen mange gange, så vil jeg måske tænke over hvor 
meget der er opstillet og hvad er de blevet bedt om at gøre. Men jeg syntes stadig det 
virker troværdigt.  
 
De har faktisk kun brugt en enkelt dag på at optage med hele almindelige mennesker, 
uden på forhånd at give dem for meget instruktion.  
 
Okay, okay, sejt. Det virker det også til.  
 
Nu talte vi om før, men IKEA, at de vælger at vise nogle produktpriser til sidst. Det gør 
TV2 ikke her, virker det så bedre?  
 
Ja, helt klart. Og det virker klart bedre end hvis de lige havde smidt et tilbud ind på TV2 
Play. Så havde man siddet med den der følelse, ej hvor er det fedt de tør at lave sådan 
en reklame med egentlig et negativt emne og bringe tabuer på banen, og så, nå de skule 
alligevel lige sælge et eller andet. Men det gør de ikke og det gør bare at jeg ser endnu 
mere positivt på det.  
 
Ja, 
 
Fordi folk ved godt, altså det er jo ikke et nyt brand, folk kender det, så man ved jo 
godt hvis man vil købe nogle tjenester, så ved man godt at man kan det og hvor henne.  
 
Det er rigtigt.  
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Ja, og vi ved jo godt at alt reklame i princippet er lavet for i sidste ende at sælge noget. 
Vi er jo ikke dumme. Vi, eller jeg gider i hvert fald ikke have presset det salg ned over 
hovedet konstant, det gør mig bare irriteret, men det er jo sådan det er i dag, hele 
tiden og overalt, og det kan man jo også sige er grunden til at jeg næsten hver gang 
klikker eller scroller væk fra eksempelvis pop-ups og reklamer. Men de store brands er 
så kendte, så de kan altså godt komme med noget mere end bare noget om deres 
produkter.  
 
Okay. Jeg har lige en tredje og sidste video. Men inden jeg viser den vil jeg spørge hvad 
du forbinder med Volkswagen?  
 
Volkswagen, det kører vi selv. Jeg forbinder det med en klassisk god bil.  
 
Ja …  
 
Og altså for os, så, altså det er jo ikke fordi det er en Porche eller noget, men der er 
stadig en fin prestige i at have en Volkswagen syntes jeg, en god bil.  
 
Er det for dig et moderne brand?  
 
Ja, de har da fulgt med. Vi stod mellem dem og Ford og det siger vel også noget om at 
de har fulgt med, at vi syntes det er var en af de bedste muligheder.  
 
Kender du til deres kampagneunivers, som de kalder Generationer?  
 
Nej, ikke umiddelbart.  
 
Jamen så vil jeg starte med at vise dig en video derfra.  
 
Video vises.  
 
Hvad syntes du om den?  
 
God, virkelig god. Og meget professionelt lavet syntes jeg.  
 
Ja, 
 
Ja det var det første jeg lagde mærke til. Følte næsten jeg sad og så en trailer i biffen.  
 
Hvad tiltrækker dig ved den, nu siger du den er god?  
 
Jamen det er jo igen, at den går tæt på, ikke. Sådan et far og søn forhold, og så i flere 
generationer viser det sig. En meget fin historie. 
 
Vækkede den noget følelsesmæssigt?  
 
Den gjorde den da, altså temaet. Hvordan skal man forklare det.  
 
Er den autentisk?  
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Ja det er nok det, ja. For mig er den. Altså man kunne jo godt se at der var reklame i 
den med logoet på koppen, og selve Volkswagen bilen, selvom det var en gammel bil.  
 
Men hvad syntes du så om måden de har reklame med?  
 
En god måde, det kammede ikke over. Jeg var klar over at det var Volkswagen, men det 
skal man jo også gerne.  
 
Ja?  
 
Ja, det er da dårlig kommunikation for brandet hvis jeg ikke ved hvem der har lavet det 
jeg sidder og ser. Altså deres brand eller logo bliver jo nødt til at være der.  
 
Ja, men det har de gjort på en god måde så?  
 
Det syntes jeg. Altså selvom logoet vises et par steder, så kan den jo meget mere end de 
der efterhånden meget trættende bil reklamer, hvor en eller anden ultra pæn mand 
eller kvinde kører rundt på en bjergskråning.  
 
Ja, altså der kan man jo sige at der er det er selve bilen der vises frem.  
 
Ja, og det var det der gjorde den her mere interessant. Fordi altså, hvis man ikke lige 
skal ud og købe en hel ny bil, som der jo ofte går år imellem at man skal, så er jeg da 
ret ligeglad med den bil de viser. Hvor tit er det lige jeg går ud og køber en bil fordi jeg 
så den i en reklame? Det skal de selvfølgelig også appellere til, men altså.. og dengang 
vi købte var det da ikke på grund af en reklame med en bestemt bil, det var da fordi jeg 
havde Volkswagen i tankerne af andre grunde.  
 
Andre grunde?  
 
Ja altså det de står for udover. Hvad forbinder jeg det her mærke med.  
 
Så er det for dig en god måde med den her historiefortælling?  
 
Ja for at vise mig noget andet og mere.  
 
For lige at gå tilbage til, vi talte om autencitet. Og jeg arbejder lidt med det her 
paradoks, at i og med man går ud og forsøger at være autentisk, så bliver man det 
automatisk ikke, kan du følge det? 
 
Ja. Det er måske det her med at man jo godt kan gennemskue at det er reklame. Men 
det hænger for mig sammen med om det passer til virksomheden. Altså hvis man bare 
gør det for at gøre det. Altså man skal ikke bare sætte fokus på skilsmisse fordi det 
skaber nogle følelser i folk. Det er kombinationen af det faktisk også giver god mening at 
IKEA er et relevant sted at tage i sådan en situation. Og så helt klart når virksomheden 
træder i baggrunden og lader historien tale uden noget tilbud som ved TV2, så bliver det 
mere troværdigt i forhold til at tro på, at de sætter fokus på de her emner af oprigtig 
god mening og fordi de ser på hvad forbrugerne og samfundet har brug for.  
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Vi bliver jo udsat for en del reklame, både på TV, sociale medier osv. Men hvad udgør 
for dig en god reklame? En du har lyst til at se færdig?  
 
Altså det syntes jeg TV2’s var et rigtig godt eksempel på.  
 
Den ramte mig mest, fordi det både var noget jeg personligt kunne relatere til, men 
også er mere generelt samfundsrelevant. De andre lidt det samme faktisk, de tager også 
noget op jeg kan relatere til, især IKEAs.  
 
Så det med at du kan relatere til det eller at det giver mening for dig, det er vigtigt?  
 
Ja, vi bliver jo som du sagde udsat for så meget hele tiden, så jeg tror for at man 
overhovedet gider at se det, altså vi er bare så kræsne. Jeg er i hvert fald.  
 
Ja. Syntes du så de her tre jeg har vidst adskiller sig fra anden reklame?  
 
Ja.  
 
Hvordan det?  
 
Jamen at de går så meget væk fra produktet. Og i stedet tager et relevant problem op, 
store som små, er fra det virkelige liv. TV2s er jo et kæmpe problem, og det er 
skilsmisse og familie problemer også, men på en anden måde.  
 
Kan du nævne andre eksempler på reklamer der gør sådan?  
 
Jeg tænker lige lidt.  
Vi er jo vant til at se de her meget positive reklamer, det er jo det klassiske. Du ved, 
det her helt perfekte familiebillede og sådan. Og det er derfor jeg syntes det er så fedt 
at de går den anden vej. Fordi det er vel, hvad, nærmest halvdelen af alle ægtepar der 
bliver skilt i dag. Så vi er jo bevidste om at det ikke er sådan det ser ud. Og jeg bliver da 
slet ikke gladere af at se det.  
 
Nej? Nærmere det modsatte eller hvad?  
 
Ja, måske lidt provokeret. Altså der er ikke nogle perfekte familier der sidder og smiler 
ved morgenbordet når de spiser Kellogs cornflakes klokken halv syv om morgenen. Det 
findes ikke mere, måske hvis vi har god tid i weekenden.  
 
Men nu kom jeg i tanke om noget. Dove.  
 
Ja?  
 
Ja, med Real Beauty og det. De har også droppet at bilde os ind at hvis jeg køber den 
her creme, så bliver min hud perfekt.  
 
Hvad syntes du om det? 
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Positivt. Altså for mig, jeg ryger lige i den. Fordi jeg syntes det er så fedt de tager det 
op. Altså det er jo sådan vi er, så hvorfor skal det fremstilles så perfekt og uopnåeligt. 
Det samme med modebranchen, jeg tror da aldrig den har fået så meget kritik som nu – 
hvorfor er der ikke plus size på forsiden, og den kører bare med hvorfor er det vi skal 
være så opsatte på et eller andet ideal.  
 
Så tendensen der går modsat er god?  
 
Ja. For mig behøver det ikke være det perfekte der vises. Det er jeg som forbruger er 
jeg godt klar over, at mit hår ikke bliver som modellens hår. Og jeg kan da slet ikke 
fortælle dig hvem der har sagt sådan, fordi det er der mange shampoo reklamer der har. 
Man er blevet så vant til dem at de ikke fanger.   
 
Og den her tendens i reklamer, syntes jeg bare gør, at jeg måske er mere villig til at se 
dem. Nu bruger jeg TV2 igen, men det her med at for eksempel tager ensomhed op i 
den, altså det har jeg været, men det er der altså også mange andre der er i dag. Og at 
så er en virksomhed der sætter fokus på det og andre svære ting er da kun positivt.  
 
Hvad med måden de så gør det på?  
 
TV2?  
 
Ja, for eksempel.  
 
God, altså den rører mig på følelserne, klart. Jeg sidder ikke og tuder, og det syntes jeg 
måske heller ikke at jeg skal. De har løftet den også nogle steder, hvor det passer ind og 
det kan jeg også godt lide. Det samme med IKEA, det er følelsesladet, men den svære 
situation løftes jo til sidst, og det kan man jo sige er på grund af IKEA, de kan ligesom 
hjælpe i de mindre sjove situationer også.  
 
Så reklamen giver mening? Giver det mening at IKEA tager skilsmisse op og giver det 
mening at TV2 sætter fokus på forskellighed?  
 
Altså alle slags mennesker skal jo se TV2, så ja. Og med skilsmisse, som tidligere, det er 
virkeligheden for mange. Og man har jo ikke to af alting den der flytter kan tage med, 
og at man så kan tage i IKEA i den situation og ikke bare når man flytter hjemmefra 
giver da god mening.  
 
Så du kan godt forbinde historien til brandet? 
 
Ja. Og altså de skal jo ikke lave en historie med emner der er følsomme bare fordi det 
er god historie. Det giver ikke mening. Jeg skal jo kunne forbinde virksomheden til det. 
Ligesom også med Dove, det er creme til ALLE slags kvinder.  
 
Vi har været inde over det, men påvirker det din opfattelse af et brand positivt eller 
negativt at de går ud over produkt, pris og salg?  
 
Klart positivt for mig. Jeg køber den. Jeg kan ikke se hvorfor man som virksomhed ikke 
kan tage noget relevante problematikker op, samtidig med at det er reklame. 
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Så du er godt klar over at det er det de vil?  
 
Ja selvfølgelig. Men jeg er nok mere positivt stemt overfor det, end hvis det bare er 
salg, salg, salg. Jeg kan godt lide at få en historie ud af det jeg kan tænke over.  
 
Forventer du at brands bidrager med noget mere meningsfuldt? 
 
Nej, jeg forventer det ikke som sådan. Men det det er klart bedre. Jeg tror da de fleste 
kender det der med at hvis man ser fjernsyn og der er reklamer, så zapper man videre. 
Så det skal fange, og det gør et udsalgstilbud altså ikke.  
Medmindre jeg lige står og skal bruge en kaffemaskine, så kan det da godt være jeg lige 
stopper op, men det er sjældent. 
 
Så de ryger med strømmen?  
 
Ja, men hvis det nu var en reklame med en god historie, så kunne det jo være jeg 
hurtigere kom i tanke om den, næste gang jeg stod og skulle have noget den virksomhed 
har. Altså hvis jeg mangler creme, så vælger jeg faktisk Dove, og ikke Nivea eller andre.  
 
Forventer du at virksomheder eller brands er til stede på de social medier?  
 
Forventer… Ja, det gør jeg egentlig. Hvis man skal følge med.  
 
Ja, hvilken rolle skal de have der?  
 
Altså der er jo ikke nogen der gider at have at man ikke kan åbne noget uden at der 
kommer køb her, køb her op over det hele. Så det er jo det her med at de skal finde på 
noget der fanger en. Det andet scroller jeg forbi og ser det nærmest ikke. Og hvis det 
kun er salg, så gider jeg ikke at følge dem.  
 
Hvad skal der så til for at du ville overveje at dele eller tagge nogen i noget fra en 
virksomhed?  
 
Først og fremmest skal det interessere mig. De skal have noget at byde på. Men ja, jeg 
tror da også at jeg bliver mere og mere bevidst om, hvem er de som brand eller 
virksomhed. Det vil jeg faktisk gerne vide hvad er der bagom. Og hvis det er en god 
historie der sætter tanker i gang eller jeg kan relatere til kunne jeg godt dele den, eller 
tagge andre som jeg ved kunne relatere til det. Hvis det er relevant og rammer noget, 
så kan man jo bruge de her reklamer på mange måder. Hvis jeg syntes historien er god, 
kunne jeg da også nævne den i min frokostpause, hey, har I set den her? Det kunne jeg 
sagtens finde på. Men det skal være noget med mening, og ikke være for oplagt. Altså 
komme med noget nyt, men noget nyt som rammer noget i mig fordi jeg kan relatere til 
det.  
 
For at runde af, nu hvor du har set de tre videoer, har det så ændret noget i din 
opfattelse i forhold til dine indledende svar?  
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Om det har ændret noget… altså det har måske givet dem lidt mere dybde. De gav mig 
indirekte noget mere viden om brandet og vel egentlig deres værdier, hvor jeg føler jeg 
bliver klogere på virksomheden. Det syntes jeg Volkswagens var god til, den fortalte 
noget om hvordan de ser sig selv som en virksomhed med historie der for mange giver 
minder.  
 
 

Appendix 2  
	  
	  
Interview 2: Male, 22.  
 
Interview guide: 
 
Short introduction containing; interview purpose, process, and information regarding 
anonymity and recording.  
 
Hvad forbinder du med brandet IKEA? 
 
Opfatter du IKEA som et moderne brand? 
Hvis ja, hvorfor og hvis nej, hvorfor ikke? 
 
Kender du til deres kampagneunivers kaldet ”Plads til livet”?  
 

- Video vises.  
Hvad syntes du / tænker du om den video? 
Hvad tænker du om temaet eller emnet i reklamen? 
Er det positivt eller negativt med den slags emner? Hvorfor? 

 
Hvad forbinder du med brandet TV2? 
 
Opfatter du TV2 som et moderne brand?  
Hvis ja, hvorfor og hvis nej, hvorfor ikke? 
 
Kender du til deres kampagneunivers kaldet ”Alt det vi deler”? 
 

- Video vises 
Hvad syntes du / tænker du om den video? 
Hvad tænker du om temaet eller emnet i reklamen? 
Er det positivt eller negativt med den slags emner? Hvorfor? 
 
Hvad forbinder du med brandet Volkswagen? 
 
Opfatter du Volkswagen som et moderne brand? 
Hvis ja, hvorfor og hvis nej, hvorfor ikke? 
 
Kender du til deres kampagneunivers kaldet ”Generationer”? 
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- Video vises 

Hvad syntes du / tænker du om den video? 
Hvad tænker du om temaet eller emnet i reklamen? 
Er det positivt eller negativt med den slags emner? Hvorfor? 
 
Hvad udgør for dig en god eller interessant reklame? - en reklame du faktisk har lyst til 
at se.  
 
Syntes du disse reklamer (jeg har vist) adskiller sig fra andre reklamer? Hvis ja, på 
hvilken måde? 
Kan du nævne andre eksempler på lignende reklamer eller kampagner?  
 
Forventer du eller er det vigtigt for dig at brands ikke bare kommunikere omkring deres 
produkt eller service, men går ud over produktet? Hvis ja, hvorfor? Hvis nej, hvorfor 
ikke?  
 
Påvirker det din opfattelse af et brand, at deres kommunikation har et fokus der går 
udover produkt og pris? Hvorfor og på hvilken måde?    
 
Forventer du at brands er tilstede på de sociale medier? Hvis ja, hvorfor og hvad skal de 
være til stede for? Hvis nej, hvorfor ikke?  
 
Hvad skal der til for at du interagere med et brand eller overvejer at like/dele deres 
indhold eller tagge venner i det?  
 
Efter at have set de her videoer, tænker du så anderledes omkring de brands? I forhold 
til de indledende spørgsmål om dem?  

	  
Interview:  
 
Jeg skal lave en række interviews, som skal bruges i mit speciale i forhold til at få 
noget data omkring forbrugere og deres holdning, tanker og meninger til en bestemt 
type af branding. Under interviewet vil der indgå nogle cases eller eksempler, som vi 
skal tale ud fra, og det er vigtigt at du bare taler ”fra hjertet” – der er ingen forkerte 
svar og ingen krav til bestemt viden. Jo mere du uddyber jo bedre. Som vi tidligere har 
talt om, så optager jeg, men du vil være anonym i specialet. Når jeg bruger ordet 
reklame skal det ikke kun forstås som de korte reklamer på tv, det kan eksempelvis 
også være indhold fra virksomhedens Facebook eller Youtube side.  
 
 
Hvad forbinder du med brandet IKEA? 
 
Brandet IKEA … det forbinder jeg med en virksomhed som sælger billige flytte-
hjemmefra ting, ofte møbler, eller lige fra møbler ja til alt i køkkeninventar, ja bare alt 
til boligen. Så et sted der kan skabe et helt hjem faktisk. Så jeg ser nok også som et 
ungt brand og forbinder det med diverse flytninger.  
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Vil du betegne IKEA som et moderne brand?  
 
Ja dem vil helt klart betegne som et moderne brand.  
 
Hvorfor?  
 
Fordi det er noget der følger med i tiden og det er noget der tilpasser sig de unge, og 
også de lidt ældre. Altså de tilpasser sig til det vi har behov for løbende.  
 
Ja, kender du så til deres brand univers de kalder for Plads til livet?  
 
En lille smule måske, nu du siger det. Men ikke overdrevet kendskab.  
 
Så vil jeg lige vise en video derfra.  
 
Video vises.  
  
Hvad tænker du om den reklame?  
 
Jamen, det syntes jeg er en god IKEA reklame. Som spiller på noget, hvor det er familier 
det kan være hårdt ramt, eller i hvert fald står i en hård situation. Og så bruger de jo 
børn, og det rammer da lige det følelsesmæssige lidt, med at det ligesom her er 
formålet at gøre ham drengen glad igen, fordi det aldrig er sjovt når forældre går fra 
hinanden og så siger de jo at det er dem der kan være med til det. 
 
Ja, nu siger du det med det følelsesmæssige, kan du uddybe det?  
 
Ja altså, nu er jeg ikke selv skilsmissebarn, men jeg har da både tætte venner og 
veninder der er det. Og det har da aldrig været en sjov ting at stå i, og det har da også 
været svært at tale om, for man vil jo gerne have at ens forældre kan finde ud af det.  
 
Hvad tænker du så at de tager skilsmisse problemet op i en reklame?  
 
Det bliver jo mere og mere normalen nærmest, at blive skilt end at blive sammen til 
slut. Så hvorfor skal man ikke gøre det, når det nu er sådan det er. Så det syntes jeg er 
fint. Det gør det måske også mere okay, eller det ved jeg ikke om man kan sige. Men 
altså at IKEA siger, se her, selvom det er dejligt med far, mor og to børn, så er det her 
lige så normalt på en måde. Og det er jo faktisk også et alvorligt emne, altså det at 
børnene jo tit er dem det går lidt ud over. Det tiltrækker måske lidt mere 
opmærksomhed til den.  
 
Så syntes det er positivt eller negativt at det tages op?  
 
Jeg ved ikke om man kan sige det er positivt eller negativt, men det er i hvert fald en 
måde at reklamere om lidt mere hvordan folks liv ser ud i dag. Men jeg syntes det er en 
god reklame og godt tænkt, så det er vel positivt. Og det er ikke fordi jeg så forbinder 
dem med noget negativt altså at fordi skilsmisse er et lidt trist og en dårlig ting, så er 
IKEA jo ikke det.  
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Nej, hvad kommer du så til at tænke om dem umiddelbart?  
 
Altså man kan sige at jeg syntes de viser en omtanke. At de godt ved at skilsmisse kan 
være en trist sag, og det behøver man ikke at pakke væk, når det nu er sådan det er. 
Det er måske også lettere at tro dem når de siger at de skaber plads til livet, fordi det 
der jo er livet. Så at de måske faktisk tænker på deres kunder. Selvom jeg selvfølgelig 
også ved at de jo ikke gør det af ren godhed, de er jo en forretning, og de vil gerne 
være der faren eller moren der flytter tager hen og handler.  
 
Hvad syntes du så om at de viser produkt priserne lidt i billedet til sidst i historien?  
 
Jamen som jeg sagde så ved jeg det jo godt. Men de kunne godt lade være. Man ved jo 
at det er ret billigt, så hvorfor ikke bare lade historien være. Men historien gør måske 
alligevel noget for produkterne.  
 
Hvordan det tænker du?  
 
Altså i stedet for at de bare havde vist skrivebordet og sengen for eksempel og så vist en 
pris ud for, så var det jo total lige gyldigt, altså så gider man da slet ikke at se det. Her 
der bliver, hvad skal man sige, her der bliver skrivebordet fremhævet på en anden 
måde. Det bliver en mening med reklamen, som ikke bare er reklame. Men de havde 
ikke behøvet at fortælle hvad det koster til sidst, jeg vidste godt fra start at det 
skrivebord kunne jeg få i IKEA.  
 
Nu siger du at du så slet ikke gider at se det, hvis det var på den anden måde. Kan du 
uddybe det?  
 
Ja altså bare en normal reklame. Sådan en Jysk reklame som bare er køb, køb, køb med 
billige priser og tilbud. Det bliver sku for træls i længden. Det er jo om noget 
ligegyldigt.  
 
Hvorfor? Er det ikke fint nok?  
 
Det er det vel, men det er som sagt ret ligegyldigt for mig. Man bliver jo bombarderet 
fra højre og venstre med nye produkter der kan det og det, og ja ja, det er rigtig fint, 
men det er for meget og irriterende i længden. Så viser den her lidt mere noget om 
virksomheden, hvem virksomheden er.  
 
Vi går lige lidt videre. Hvad forbinder du med brandet TV2?  
 
En virksomhed der leverer hverdagsfjernsyn. Ofte står for det de fleste ser. Fra 17 aften 
til 23 aften. Og der spiller de en stor rolle.  
 
Vil du betegne dem som en moderne brand?  
 
Jeg syntes de forsøger at være med og komme med noget nyt. Men jeg er ikke den stor 
TV kigger, og heller ikke serier og så noget på nettet, så det er også lidt svært at 
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vurdere for mig. Jeg kender kun til dem som virksomhed ud fra det jeg ser i fjernsynet, 
altså det de viser og der er de da ret gode til at have noget forskelligt.  
 
Kender du til deres branding koncept de kalder Alt det vi deler?  
 
Jeg mener det er de klip de har imellem reklamer og programmer, og så har de en video 
med det der eksperiment.  
 
Hvad tænker du om det?  
 
At de måske prøver at inkludere befolkningen i deres eget.  
 
Jeg viser lige videoen.  
 
Video vises.  
 
Hvad syntes du?  
 
Den er god. Den er lidt rørende.  
 
Blev du påvirket af den?  
 
Ja det er jo det med at lige så snart man kan associere sig med tingene, så gør man. Jeg 
kunne da godt se mig selv i nogle af kategorierne og i beskrivelsen af hvordan man nogle 
gange ser på folk.  
 
Hvad tænker du om det tema eller problem de tager op?  
 
Altså budskabet er jo godt. Og i og med jeg kunne associere mig med noget af det, det 
viser jo også det har fat i noget som er et problem, eller som det er godt folk lige 
tænker over.  
 
Ja, altså de vil jo gerne minde os om vi skal lade være med at være fordomsfulde, fordi 
vi har udviklet til at være slemme til at være det.  
 
Ja, og det er også super fint, men lige sådan efter skulle jeg lige tænke hvorfor det er 
TV2 den kommer fra. Selvom det på ingen måde er dårligt de tager det op, så skulle jeg 
lige kunne se formålet for dem. Men det viser at de har en holdning til vores kultur i 
samfundet, og der vil de gerne lige reminde os om at der er noget vi skal rette op på. Og 
TV2 rammer jo som jeg også sagde bredt, så det giver jo god mening at de siger at vi 
alle har noget til fælles nu jeg lige tænker over den.  
 
Så det er positivt at de laver reklame sådan her?  
 
Bestemt, igen, det er klart bedre end den klassiske.  
 
Hvad forbinder du med brandet Volkswagen?  
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Det forbinder jeg med en moderne bilfabrikant som har været med lige fra starten, men 
stadig følger med i tiden i forhold til at være nytænkende omkring biler.  
 
Så et moderne brand?  
 
Klart, men jeg ser det også som et brand med historie.  
 
Kender du så til deres kampagneunivers kaldet Generationer?  
 
Måske lidt, har set noget på deres hjemmeside om det.  
 
Jeg viser dig lige en video.  
 
Video vises.  
 
Hvad syntes du om reklamen?  
 
Også klart noget med følelser her. Den er god. Godt tema.  
 
Ja …  
 
Ja historien matcher godt med de gode tanker jeg har om dem, som jeg også sagde med 
historie. Et bilmærke med god historie, som har en eller anden værdi for mange, også 
for mig.  
 
Hvad syntes du selve det tema historien er bygget op omkring?  
 
Altså mener du deres svære forhold?  
 
Ja.  
 
Det syntes jeg bare giver historien om bilen noget mere, hvad skal man kalde det, ja 
noget mere. Altså hvis det nu havde været samme historie, men kun med glade og 
lykkelige mennesker havde den nok også været god, men det her gør jo bare at det rører 
en lidt mere. 
 
Ja…  
 
Ja, så havde den mindet mere om andre bilreklamer.  
 
Hvordan det?  
 
I forhold til at den viser en anden side af familier i reklamen, de problematiske sider.  
 
Hvad syntes du om at bruger det?  
 
Den får lidt mere dybde. Ikke så happy happy, du ved, den vi altid ser.  
 
Så det er positivt?  
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Helt sikkert. Jeg kan nok også bedre huske den her.  
 
Hvad mener du med det?  
 
Ja altså, fordi den ikke bare viser en bil der kommer flyvende igennem en storby med en 
eller anden karl-smart ved rattet. Det gør alle bilreklamer jo. Her er det ikke engang en 
ny bilmodel de viser, men det er jo heller ikke pointen.  
 
Så det er godt at de ikke viser noget om hvad den nyeste bil kan og hvad den koster eller 
hvad?  
 
Det havde ødelagt den her historie, hvis de lige smed nogle info ind med hvad den 
seneste Volkswagen nu har. Her handler det om selve Volkswagen og deres lange historie 
og hvad den kan.  
 
Ja. Nu snakkede du om tidligere at det med at vi bliver udsat for meget reklame hele 
tiden. Men hvad udgør for dig en god eller interessant reklame?  
 
Den skal henvende sig til mig på den måde at det skal være noget jeg kan forholde mig 
til og det skal være relevant for mig at se. Det er jo klart, jeg syntes ikke en reklame for 
dame undertøj er interessant.  
 
Nej. Men hvad med selve formen på reklamen? Hvad vil du se?  
 
Det betyder da noget hvordan produktet bliver fremstillet i reklamen. Helt klart. Men 
hvis det er noget jeg kender til i forvejen, behøver de ikke fortælle mig om produktet, 
det har jeg ligesom fanget. Så skal de minde mig om at de er her på en anden måde ved 
at vise hvem de er, eksempelvis her at de viser at de er en virksomhed som ved hvordan 
manges liv faktisk er skilsmisse. Og i dag kan man jo finde oplysninger om selve 
produkterne man evt. vil have på deres hjemmeside eller andre steder, så det kan godt 
træde lidt i baggrunden, hvis jeg skulle se en reklame færdig.  
 
Syntes du de tre jeg har vist i dag adskiller sig fra andre reklamer?  
 
Ja, det første jeg tænker er det med det følelsesmæssige. IKEA har også været der lidt 
før med det her med hverdagens problemer, der hvor de smadre med skabene og det.  
 
På hvilken måde syntes du at de adskiller sig?  
 
Fordi de reklamere med noget som man lige skal tænke over. Altså for eksempel 
Volkswagen igen, hvis de havde lavet endnu en hvor en bil kører igennem en by, så var 
det sådan, fint nok, det er en da en fin bil, men den anden her er der noget tanker bag.  
 
Kan du komme på andre eksempler på reklamer du syntes tager fat i noget i vores 
samfund eller i vores liv?  
 
Der er den der med den lille dreng der råber. Det er Call Me.  
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Ja, hvor man skal tale ordentligt.  
 
Ja, de siger også noget andet udover mobilabonnement.  
 
Syntes du det er positivt?  
 
Ja, man kan jo sige at virksomheden viser en holdning og nogle gange går lidt længere 
en andre. Og så kommer de også til at vise at de har sat sig ind i tingene. 
 
Det må du gerne uddybe.  
 
Ja altså at de har sat sig ind i folks liv og i samfundet. Når IKEA viser skilsmisse, så er 
det vel fordi de ved at det er virkeligheden for mange af deres kunder.  
 
Hvordan påvirker det din opfattelse af brandet?  
 
At de er lidt mere seriøse.  
 
Ja, hvad syntes du så om andre reklamer, du kaldte du dem selv på et tidspunkt for de 
klassiske?  
 
Altså jeg bliver jo ikke direkte sur over at de popper op. Men jeg syntes de er lidt mere 
ligegyldige. For eksempel hvis der kommer en anden med en helse eller vitamin pille 
som giver dig så og så meget energi og så videre, det virker sku lidt utroværdigt og den 
slags er lidt træls.  
 
Forventer du at virksomheder er til stede på de sociale medier?  
 
Ja, jeg syntes ikke rigtig man kan forvente andet i dag.  
 
Hvilken rolle skal de have der?  
 
Ikke nogen særlig stor. De skal være for hvis folk vil ind og se noget om hvem der er, og 
de skal passe på med at blive en ren salgskanal.  
 
Hvad skal der til for at du vil overveje at dele noget af det de ligger op eller tagge 
nogen i det?  
 
Hvis det nu er noget man lige kan se sig selv i eller nogen man kender, så kunne jeg godt 
finde på det. Men der skal mere til før jeg deler en video, end før jeg tagger nogen. Men 
når jeg tagger vises den jo også i andres feed.  
Men ja, hvis historien er god og er noget der rører mig eller jeg i hvert fald kan forholde 
mig til, så kunne jeg sagtens tagge venner.  
 
Efter at du har set de tre videoer, har det så rykket ved noget i forhold til de tre 
brands, i forhold til da vi startede?  
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Jeg syntes især Volkswagens var god. Den kom med noget nyt, og de viste ligesom at de 
kan noget andet end bare være endnu en bilproducent med en bil der ser flot ud når den 
reflektere i et vindue gennem byen. Så de viste noget mere om sig selv.  
Og så syntes jeg at når de, og også de to andre, tager nogle, hvad skal man sige, svære 
ting op, så giver det dem lige det ekstra. Men det er også fordi det samtidig er godt 
lavet, hvis det havde virket lidt amatøragtigt, altså selve videoerne, så røg det lidt 
jorden at de vil være seriøse og prøve at påvirke folk. Men de rammer den altså meget 
godt her, så man lige tænker, nå, de sagde sgu noget.  
 
 
 

Appendix 3  
	  
	  
Interview 3: Female, 41.  
 
Interview guide: 
 
Short introduction containing; interview purpose, process, and information regarding 
anonymity and recording.  
 
Hvad forbinder du med brandet IKEA? 
 
Opfatter du IKEA som et moderne brand? 
Hvis ja, hvorfor og hvis nej, hvorfor ikke? 
 
Kender du til deres kampagneunivers kaldet ”Plads til livet”?  
 

- Video vises.  
Hvad syntes du / tænker du om den video? 
Hvad tænker du om temaet eller emnet i reklamen? 
Er det positivt eller negativt med den slags emner? Hvorfor? 

 
Hvad forbinder du med brandet TV2? 
 
Opfatter du TV2 som et moderne brand?  
Hvis ja, hvorfor og hvis nej, hvorfor ikke? 
 
Kender du til deres kampagneunivers kaldet ”Alt det vi deler”? 
 

- Video vises 
Hvad syntes du / tænker du om den video? 
Hvad tænker du om temaet eller emnet i reklamen? 
Er det positivt eller negativt med den slags emner? Hvorfor? 
 
Hvad forbinder du med brandet Volkswagen? 
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Opfatter du Volkswagen som et moderne brand? 
Hvis ja, hvorfor og hvis nej, hvorfor ikke? 
 
Kender du til deres kampagneunivers kaldet ”Generationer”? 
 

- Video vises 
Hvad syntes du / tænker du om den video? 
Hvad tænker du om temaet eller emnet i reklamen? 
Er det positivt eller negativt med den slags emner? Hvorfor? 
 
Hvad udgør for dig en god eller interessant reklame? - en reklame du faktisk har lyst til 
at se.  
 
Syntes du disse reklamer (jeg har vist) adskiller sig fra andre reklamer? Hvis ja, på 
hvilken måde? 
Kan du nævne andre eksempler på lignende reklamer eller kampagner?  
 
Forventer du eller er det vigtigt for dig at brands ikke bare kommunikere omkring deres 
produkt eller service, men går ud over produktet? Hvis ja, hvorfor? Hvis nej, hvorfor 
ikke?  
 
Påvirker det din opfattelse af et brand, at deres kommunikation har et fokus der går 
udover produkt og pris? Hvorfor og på hvilken måde?    
 
Forventer du at brands er tilstede på de sociale medier? Hvis ja, hvorfor og hvad skal de 
være til stede for? Hvis nej, hvorfor ikke?  
 
Hvad skal der til for at du interagere med et brand eller overvejer at like/dele deres 
indhold eller tagge venner i det?  
 
Efter at have set de her videoer, tænker du så anderledes omkring de brands? I forhold 
til de indledende spørgsmål om dem?  

 
Interview:  
 
Jeg skal lave en række interviews, som skal bruges i mit speciale i forhold til at få 
noget data omkring forbrugere og deres holdning, tanker og meninger til en bestemt 
type af branding. Under interviewet vil der indgå nogle cases eller eksempler, som vi 
skal tale ud fra, og det er vigtigt at du bare taler ”fra hjertet” – der er ingen forkerte 
svar og ingen krav til bestemt viden. Jo mere du uddyber jo bedre. Som vi tidligere har 
talt om, så optager jeg, men du vil være anonym i specialet. Når jeg bruger ordet 
reklame skal det ikke kun forstås som de korte reklamer på tv, det kan eksempelvis 
også være indhold fra virksomhedens Facebook eller Youtube side.  
 
Jeg ved jo at de ikke gør det for sjov og af udelukkende gode tanker  
	  
Hvad forbinder du med brandet IKEA?  
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Billige møbler, og så tænker jeg også på studerende. Og den sidste reklame film jeg så 
fra dem fra den der hvor sønnen flytter hjemmefra, det er ret fin. Og så nogen der 
prøver at fange den nordiske stil.  
 
Ja. Vil du betegne dem som et moderne brand?  
 
Ja.  
 
Hvorfor?  
 
Fordi de bare, jeg syntes altid de følger med. De følger tendenserne og de trends der er. 
Og så laver de det så i deres egne materialer eller hvad skal sige. Men jeg kender faktisk 
ikke så meget til om deres historie som sådan.  
 
Kender du til deres kampagneunivers kaldet plads til livet?  
 
Lidt måske, men vil gerne lige have det opfrisket. 
 
Video vises.   
 
Hvad tænker du om den? 
 
Jeg syntes den var fin. Det er jo et meget fint tema at koble sig på. Men måske jeg ikke 
helt har forstået budskabet helt. Jeg tror det var fordi lige til at starte med opfattede 
jeg ikke lige at det var første gang han skulle hjem til faren. 
 
Nej, okay. Men hvad syntes du så om selve temaet?  
 
Det syntes jeg er super fint. Og det jeg netop i forhold til at vi snakker moderne og 
IKEA. Det syntes jeg netop er det der gør dem moderne. At de tager et emne op som er 
lidt tabu belagt. Det er jo tusindvis der kan relatere til det.  
 
Så det er positivt med den vinkel?  
 
Helt sikkert, helt sikkert. Vi bliver jo kun flere og flere.  
 
Syntes du det er troværdigt?  
 
Ja det gør jeg egentlig. Det er meget simpelt, uden for meget dialog med historien i 
centrum og udtrykkene i deres ansigter.  
 
Gjorde det noget ved din opfattelse at viser nogle priser til sidst?  
 
Lidt, eller ikke rigtig, de gjorde de på en sober måde. Så jeg syntes ikke det blev for 
meget. Men de var ikke nødvendige.  
 
Hvad forbinder du med brandet TV2?  
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Dem ser jeg som en stor moderne tv fabrik, der prøver at levere alt fra underholdning til 
nyheder og til alle målgrupper.  
 
Så de favner bredt?  
 
Ja.  
 
Vil du betegne dem som et moderne brand?  
 
Ja.  
 
Hvorfor?  
 
Fordi de måske også er nogen der tager nogle bestemte emner op. Især deres seneste.  
 
Ja, så du kender deres koncept alt det vi deler?  
 
Ja. Den viser lige at de er moderne.  
 
Godt, vi tager ser den lige.  
 
Hvad tænker du om den?  
 
Den er så god. Den rammer mig, og jeg sidder bare og tænker, åh, det kan jeg så meget 
relatere til. Og når de spørg hvem der har mobbet andre og man ser den yngre dreng. 
Jeg fældede en lille tåre der første gang jeg så den. Den er så simpel, men så autentisk 
og troværdig. Jeg blev faktisk lidt stolt af TV2, hvis det giver nogen mening?  
 
Ja, det gør det.  
 
Så det er et fedt emne at tage op?  
 
Ja, også ligesom med IKEA, fordi det er et man måske normalt ikke har taget op i 
reklamer eller talt om, men vi ved alle det er der.  
 
Giver det mere mening?  
 
Ja, det syntes jeg nemlig.  
 
Opfatter du den som troværdig?  
 
Det syntes jeg. Ja, det syntes jeg. Jeg tænkte kun på det der med at de kommer ind i 
forskellige slags tøj, så de ikke lige har hevet dem ind fra gaden. Men det virker som om 
det er ægte reaktioner, så det gør det troværdigt.  
 
Hvad forbinder du med Volkswagen?  
 
Det ved jeg ikke faktisk … moderne bilmærke. Nu spørger du sikkert hvor jeg siger 
moderne.  
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Ja …  
 
Men det er bare min indskydelse, så jeg må jo have det et sted fra. Jeg syntes også de 
har lavet nogle af de bedre reklamer, hvor de ikke bare kører gennem en skov i en eller 
anden bil.  
 
Ja, den er jo klassisk.  
 
Ja, og så bliver det altså lidt svært at adskille dem fra hinanden.  
 
Ja. Men kender du så til deres kampagne univers kaldet Generationer?  
 
Nej det tror jeg faktisk ikke. Eller, der er noget der klinger lidt måske.  
 
Vi tager den lige så.  
 
Video vises.  
 
Hvad tænker du om den?  
 
Den var meget god. 
 
Ja, hvorfor?  
 
Den var godt lavet. Den var flot lavet. En flot film. Og så selvfølgelig rørende, især til 
sidst når faren ikke er der mere.  
 
Ramte den dig?  
 
Lidt, men ikke på samme måde som TV2 eksempelvis.  
 
Men du syntes den var god?  
 
Ja, en god fortælling.  
 
Hvad syntes du om dens tema?  
 
Jamen igen, jeg er bare mega tilhænger af det der. Man kan relatere til det. Enhver 
familie har jo deres problemer. Og så bliver det mere troværdigt, og jeg tror også at jeg 
vil kunne huske den bedre på den måde. I stedet for det hele bare er så glansbillede 
agtigt.  
 
Kunne du koble den til brandet?  
 
Ja, og det gør de jo også selv meget fint med et par elementer. Såsom koppen osv. Det 
er meget fint lavet.  
 
De har jo trukket produkt features ud her, hvad syntes du om det?  
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Den er rigtig rigtig fint. Fordi det siger bare noget om dem i stedet. Og om deres 
historie. At de har eksisteret i så mange år. Så jeg kan godt lide historien.  
 
Hvad udgør for dig sådan generelt en god reklame?  
 
Den skal fange mig, og nok også ret hurtigt. Og så skal indholdet jo være i orden. Det 
handler for mig noget om kreativiteten, så jeg er ikke så meget til produktet i fokus. Det 
er historien der siger noget om virksomheden.  
 
Syntes du tre eksempler her adskiller sig fra andre reklamer?  
Ja, det syntes jeg. Altså de er jo modsætningen til de der tilbudsreklamer, hvor det er 
produkt og pris. Det her er noget andet, altså det er fortællinger som ligesom siger 
noget om virksomheden bag i stedet for. Og det syntes jeg man over de seneste år har 
lagt mærke til ved IKEA.  
 
Ja, kan nævne andre eksempler på den her slags reklamer? Altså som dem vi har talt om 
her?  
 
Altså den første jeg tænker på er Dove og deres forsøg på at ændre kvindebilledet. Og 
det syntes jeg bare er mega cool.  
 
Så det gør noget positivt ved din opfattelse af brandet?  
 
Ja, helt klart. De her glansbilleder af hvor perfekt man skal være, med alt er bare så 
trættende. Så der er så fedt at nogle tager det op. Det er forfriskende, fordi det er 
virkeligheden. Altså de her virksomheder har jo et talerør, og det syntes jeg de skal 
bruge på den her måde. Jeg ved jo godt hvad de prøver på, altså at tjene penge. Men 
derfor er den her måde bare bedre alligevel, om de så vil tjene penge eller ej, så får de 
jo sat fokus på nogle ting.  
 
Forventer du at de gør det?  
 
Ja, det gør jeg nok. Specielt når vi snakker de helt store brands. Jeg forventer nok nogle 
tanker bag. Og bare produkt er for let, det bliver ligegyldigt, og jeg ænser den 
efterhånden ikke. Det ryger gennem filteret.  
 
Forventer du at brands er til stede på de sociale medier?  
 
Jeg syntes det ville være mærkeligt hvis de ikke var der.  
 
Hvilken rolle skal de så spille hvis de er der?  
 
Jeg syntes måske bare de skal være til for at brede deres historie mere ud.  
 
Hvad skal der til for at vil interagere med et brand der, evt. ville dele noget?  
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At det er relater bart. Hvis jeg nu så en video og tænkte, ej det er sku ligesom… så 
kunne jeg godt finde på det. Eller selvfølgelig hvis budskabet er fint. En god historie, 
der giver mening for mig.  
 
Nu efter vi har talt om de tre videoer her, har det så ændret på din opfattelse af dem 
på nogen måde?   
 
Altså de viser mig på en eller anden måde hvem der står bag brandet og produktet. Det 
tegner jo et eller andet billede af hvem de er og hvilke værdier den her virksomhed har, 
og det smitter jo positivt af på min opfattelse af dem. Og de ting de tre her tager op 
syntes jeg bestemt er positivt. Og jeg kan sagtens relatere til problemstillingerne.  
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Appendix 4  
	  
	  
Interview 4: Female, 30.  
 
Interview guide: 
 
Short introduction containing; interview purpose, process, and information regarding 
anonymity and recording.  
 
Hvad forbinder du med brandet IKEA? 
 
Opfatter du IKEA som et moderne brand? 
Hvis ja, hvorfor og hvis nej, hvorfor ikke? 
 
Kender du til deres kampagneunivers kaldet ”Plads til livet”?  
 

- Video vises.  
Hvad syntes du / tænker du om den video? 
Hvad tænker du om temaet eller emnet i reklamen? 
Er det positivt eller negativt med den slags emner? Hvorfor? 

 
Hvad forbinder du med brandet TV2? 
 
Opfatter du TV2 som et moderne brand?  
Hvis ja, hvorfor og hvis nej, hvorfor ikke? 
 
Kender du til deres kampagneunivers kaldet ”Alt det vi deler”? 
 

- Video vises 
Hvad syntes du / tænker du om den video? 
Hvad tænker du om temaet eller emnet i reklamen? 
Er det positivt eller negativt med den slags emner? Hvorfor? 
 
Hvad forbinder du med brandet Volkswagen? 
 
Opfatter du Volkswagen som et moderne brand? 
Hvis ja, hvorfor og hvis nej, hvorfor ikke? 
 
Kender du til deres kampagneunivers kaldet ”Generationer”? 
 

- Video vises 
Hvad syntes du / tænker du om den video? 
Hvad tænker du om temaet eller emnet i reklamen? 
Er det positivt eller negativt med den slags emner? Hvorfor? 
 
Hvad udgør for dig en god eller interessant reklame? - en reklame du faktisk har lyst til 
at se.  
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Syntes du disse reklamer (jeg har vist) adskiller sig fra andre reklamer? Hvis ja, på 
hvilken måde? 
Kan du nævne andre eksempler på lignende reklamer eller kampagner?  
 
Forventer du eller er det vigtigt for dig at brands ikke bare kommunikere omkring deres 
produkt eller service, men går ud over produktet? Hvis ja, hvorfor? Hvis nej, hvorfor 
ikke?  
 
Påvirker det din opfattelse af et brand, at deres kommunikation har et fokus der går 
udover produkt og pris? Hvorfor og på hvilken måde?    
 
Forventer du at brands er tilstede på de sociale medier? Hvis ja, hvorfor og hvad skal de 
være til stede for? Hvis nej, hvorfor ikke?  
 
Hvad skal der til for at du interagere med et brand eller overvejer at like/dele deres 
indhold eller tagge venner i det?  
 
Efter at have set de her videoer, tænker du så anderledes omkring de brands? I forhold 
til de indledende spørgsmål om dem?  

 
Interview:  
 
Jeg skal lave en række interviews, som skal bruges i mit speciale i forhold til at få 
noget data omkring forbrugere og deres holdning, tanker og meninger til en bestemt 
type af branding. Under interviewet vil der indgå nogle cases eller eksempler, som vi 
skal tale ud fra, og det er vigtigt at du bare taler ”fra hjertet” – der er ingen forkerte 
svar og ingen krav til bestemt viden. Jo mere du uddyber jo bedre. Som vi tidligere har 
talt om, så optager jeg, men du vil være anonym i specialet. Når jeg bruger ordet 
reklame skal det ikke kun forstås som de korte reklamer på tv, det kan eksempelvis 
også være indhold fra virksomhedens Facebook eller Youtube side.  
 
Hvad forbinder du med brandet IKEA? 
 
Det forbinder jeg med Sverige, med møbler, med design og med et brand der kan nå ud 
til rigtig mange.  
 
Opfatter du dem som et moderne brand?  
 
Ja, det gør jeg. Jeg syntes de følger med tiden.  
 
Kender du så til deres kampagneunivers kaldet Plads til livet?  
 
Lidt. Det er det med hverdag osv.  
 
Ja, blandt andet. Men jeg viser lige en video derfra.  
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Video vises.  
 
Hvad syntes du om den?  
 
Den er sød. Rigtig fin lille historie.  
 
Hvad tænker du om temaet i den?  
 
Det er jo relevant i dagens samfund. Alle bliver jo skilt, og det børnene det går lidt ud 
over, så det syntes jeg bare er fint de tager op. og så er rammer det følelsmæssigt.  
 
Altså jeg tror bare man når et punkt, hvor man slår fra. Jeg mener, come on, jeg ved jo 
godt den shampoo ikke får mit hår til at ligne modellens, så er ikke rigtig nogen grund til 
at se den, så jeg skifter kanal eller scroller forbi. Så tror jeg bare mere og mere at det 
er noget der ryger forbi mig eller jeg sorterer fra. Jeg er bestemt ikke interesseret i at 
jeg føle at jeg de hele tiden vil sælge mig et bestemt produkt når jeg åbner min 
Facebook eller Instagram. Så bliver jeg bare irriteret hver gang jeg kommer fordi deres 
navn og opslag. Men hvis de er der og er tilbageholdende og lader os komme til dem og 
ellers kun ligger noget op som der er en mening med udover at ville sælge mig noget. 
Altså noget der måske satte nogle tanker i gang eller som viste at hvad jeg kan bruge 
dem til i en større forstand, så, så syntes jeg deres plads i mit feed er berettiget.   
 
 
 


